Southern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority

Ian Jones - Chief Executive
___________________________________________________________________

Unit 3 Holes Bay Park
Sterte Avenue West
Poole Dorset
BH15 2AA
Tel/Fax 01202 721373
29 November 2021
Dear Member
MEETING OF THE AUTHORITY – 9 DECEMBER 2021
A meeting of the Authority will be held in Function Room 1/2, The Lighthouse, Poole on Thursday 09
December 2021 at 14:00, to discuss the business on the under mentioned Agenda. Directions are indicated
on the enclosed map. There are nearby surface and multi-story pay and display car parks. Poole bus station
is next to the venue and Poole Railway Station is a 10 minute walk from the venue.
Members of the public can request a guest telephone dial-in code from enquiries@southernifca.gov.uk
Yours sincerely
Debbie Vivian
Finance and Administration
AGENDA
1. Apologies
To receive apologies for absence.
2. Declaration of Interest
All Members who believe they have a personal or prejudicial interest in any matter to be considered at the
meeting must declare their interest and consider whether to leave the meeting whilst the matter is discussed.
3. Minutes
To confirm the Minutes of the meeting held on 23 September 2021 and 13 October 2021 (marked A).
4. Sub-Committees
To receive the Minutes of the following Sub-Committees and to consider the adoption of the
recommendations contained therein: a. Executive Committee held on 21 September 2021 (marked B, Members only).
5. Progress Report on Outstanding Matters
To consider a progress report on matters outstanding.
a. Chief Officer Updates. To receive a report from the Chief Officer (marked C).
b. Pot Fishing Byelaw. To receive a progress report from Deputy Chief Officer Bateman
c. Solent Scallop Consultation. To receive a verbal progress report from IFCO Cooper
ITEMS FOR DECISION
6. Budget Control Statement
To consider the summary of progress of the Committees accounts (marked D)
7. Revenue Estimates
To consider the Budget and Levy for 2022-2023 (marked E)
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8. Net Fishing Byelaw - Please see separate documents
To consider the making of the Net Fishing Byelaw. Senior IFCO Pengelly (marked F)
ITEMS FOR INFORMATION ONLY
9. Compliance and Enforcement
To receive the report from DCO Dell (marked G)
10. Behind the scenes – with the Fisheries Management and Policy officers
To receive the report from DCO Bateman for the period Aug - Oct 2021 (marked H).
11. Marine Licence Report
To receive a report from IFCO Cooper (marked J)
12. South Coast Fishermen's Council
To receive the Minutes of the 335th Meeting held on 15 September and the 336th Meeting held on 17
November (marked K).
13. Dorset, Hampshire and Ilse of Wight Marine Conservation Group
To receive the Minutes of the Meeting held on 11 November 2021 (marked L)
14. Date of Next Meeting – 17 March 2022
To confirm the date of the next Authority meeting on 17 March 2022 to be held at the RNLI College in Poole
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Minutes of the Quarterly Meeting of the Southern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation
Authority held in Function Room, The Lighthouse, Poole at 1400 on Thursday 23
September 2021
Present
Cllr Mr M Roberts (Chairman, Dorset Council)
Cllr Mrs A McEvoy (Vice Chairman, HCC)
Cllr Mr P Fuller

(Isle of Wight Council)

Ms R Irish
Dr A Jensen
Ms L MacCallum
Mr G Wordsworth
Dr R Morgan

(MMO Appointee)
(MMO Appointee)
(MMO Appointee)
(MMO Appointee
(Natural England)

ITEM A

The Chief Officer, DCO Dell and Finance and Administration Manager attended.
Members attending virtually via Teams: Cllr Ms D Curnow-Ford (Hampshire Council), Mr M
Ratsey (Accountant), Mr T Legg, Mr S Cripps, Mr R Stride, DCO Bateman, IFCOs Cooper,
Mayne, Smith and Pengelly.
Apologies
75. Apologies for absence were received from: Cllr Mr M Guthrie (Southampton City Council),
Cllr Mr R Hughes (Dorset Council), Cllr Mr P Miles (BCP Council), Mr L Stantiford (MMO
Appointee), Mr N Fisher (MMO Appointee), Mr P Rudd (EA).
Declaration of Interests
76. Members declared the pecuniary interest in the following Minutes: Mr Stride (86), Mr Legg
(86, 88) and non-pecuniary interest in the following Minutes: Mr Stride (80b, 86), Dr Morgan
(88), Mr Wordsworth (80b), Mr Legg (80b)
Chairman’s Announcements
The Chairman updated Members on the SIFCA activities he had been involved in recently; a
drone demonstration in West Bay from IFCOs Pengelly and DCO Dell which had been most
impressive, showing the capabilities of the equipment by fully trained officers. He continued
that he had also been impressed with his visit to the Othniel Oysters in Poole Harbour to how
the shellfish are processed and an opportunity to see the clam fishers in action. He thanked
Mr Wordsworth for inviting him. The Chairman reported that he had attended a recent AIFCA
meeting and had been involved in the MMO recruitment process with the Chief Officer for the
vacant general member post. Interviews were taking place and Robert Clark from the
Association, was part of the interview panel.
Minutes
77. Members considered the Minutes of the meeting held on 8 July 2021. Ms Irish asked for
a number of typos to be corrected. The Minutes were then confirmed and signed.
Executive Committee
78. Members considered the Minutes of the Executive Committees held on 7 July 2021.
Resolved
79. That the Minutes of the Executive Committees held on 7 July 2021 were received and the
recommendations contained therein be adopted.
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Progress Report on Outstanding Matters
80. a. Chief Officers Updates. He explained to Members that he was introducing a quarterly
report to provide updates on nationally important developments within fisheries management
and to include any AIFCA highlights.
He worked through the details updating Members on current IFCA funding with a spending
review timetabled for Autumn 2021. Members were interested in details of the proposed Highly
Protected Marine Areas (HPMAs).
The Chief Officer explained that a long list of proposed sites would be developed based on
ecological criteria and more detail would become available once the short list had been
agreed. He updated Members on the involvement of the AIFCA to develop a project to support
IFCAs in their engagement and development of Fisheries Management Plans (FMPs).
The Chief Officer and DCO Bateman had attended recent Regional Fisheries Group meetings
that brought together industry, science, regulators and policy makers to work together on
development of fisheries management. The Chief Officer updated Members on the General
Members representations. Mr Wordsworth and Mr Legg had had their memberships extended
and the recruitment had begun for the current vacancy. He told Members that the MMO had
received a good level of applications for the Southern IFCA recruitment. He continued that
the MMO were currently consulting on the general members tenure and processes to extend
Membership or allowing these members to reapply.
b. Netting Review. IFCO Pengelly updated Members on the progress of the review.
Members of the TAC had confirmed management intentions and agreed that Officers draft a
byelaw and associated documents based on these measures. The TAC would consider these
documents at their next meeting and consider whether to recommend that the Authority makes
the Net Fishing Byelaw in December. The Chairman thanked IFCO Pengelly, Birchenough
and DCO Bateman for their involvement and the tremendous amount of time and effort spend
on getting to this stage.
c. Staffing Updates. The Chief Officer reported to Members the recent staff changes.
CO Jamie Smith was leaving to use her MPA knowledge and skills in a new role with JNCC
and all members wished her well in this new challenging venture. DCO Neil Richardson was
leaving to spend more time with his animals and work with his local community. The Chief
Officer passed on Neil’s thanks to the Members and they wished him all the best in his new
endeavours. He continued that Debbie Vivian would be leaving at the end of November to take
up a post with BCP Council library services. He said it was a huge loss for the IFCA and
wanted to recognise her 14 years of service with the Authority. Members wished her well in
the new position.
Resolved
81. That the reports be noted.
Budget Control Statement
82. Mr Ratsey explained to Members the figures in the Budget Control Statement. He
presented the budget statement to August 2021. He worked through the details of the report,
how the figures were reached and the usefulness of having the previous year for a comparison.
He asked Members to note the spending over £5K; a legal fee that covered a 10 month period
and two payments towards the vessel build. He reported that he was happy with the budget
that was on track.
Cllr Curnow-Ford reported that she had attended the recent Appeals and Scrutiny Sub
Committee meeting and had received a detailed introduction to the Authority’s spending and
budget procedures.
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The Chairman thanked Mr Ratsey for the details in the statement. Cllr Fuller proposed and Ms
MacCallum seconded the recommendation. All Members present agreed the proposal to
receive the Budget Control Statement.
Resolved
83. a. That the Budget Control Statement to date 31 August 2021, as set out in Annex “A” to
these minutes, be approved.
Annual Audit 2020-2021
84. Mr Ratsey briefed Members on the report and findings of the auditors Francis Clark, who
had not found any accountancy issues in the processes used. The Chairman thanked Mr
Ratsey and Ms Vivian for their involvement in the audit process. The Chairman and Chief
Officer signed the audit documents. Members present agreed the Audit under General
Consent.
Resolved
85.
That the Statement of Accounts for the year 1 April 2020 to 31 March 2021, as set out
in Annex ‘B’ to these Minutes, be received, approved and adopted.
Minimum Conservation Reference Size Review
86. IFCO Pengelly explained that at the recent TAC Members considered the Summary of
Responses from the recent Call for Information and recommended that the review proceeds
to Stage 2. He asked Members to agree the recommendation to proceed to the development
of draft measures and further consultation with the community. Members agreed the proposal
under General Consent. The Chairman thanked Jamie Small for her excellent contribution to
this area of work.
Resolved
87.
That the Minimum Conservation Reference Size Review move to Stage 2 Draft
Measures.
Bottom Towed Fishing Gear Review
88. IFCO Cooper explained that at the recent TAC Members had been given the progress
details of the review. He asked Members to agree the recommendation from that committee
to move the review to the next stage which would be the development of draft measures and
consultation with the community. Dr Morgan asked if external sea grass projects would be
considered and included when drafting measures and IFCO Pengelly reported that as part of
the consultation process these projects would feed into the review. Mr Stride asked if new
evidence would be included that the TAC would not have agreed and Dr Jensen explained
that at this stage any new evidence would be considered and included.
Resolved
89.
That the BTFG Spatial Management Review move to Stage 2 Draft Measures.
Annual Report
90. The Chief Officer asked Members to agree the Annual Report for the year 2020-2021.
He thanked staff for their involvement in putting together the report. Officers had demonstrated
the delivery of statutory duties and specific priorities as set out in the Annual Plan 2020-2021.
He asked Members that following any amendments they agree that the Chairman have final
sign off of the document which would then be sent to the Secretary of State as stipulated in
Section 178 of the Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009. Ms MacCallum thanked the officers
for their work, seeing it all consolidated in one report highted the amount of work they do. Dr
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Jensen echoed the praise and he asked if a zone map could be included under the monthly
reporting of infringements. Mr Wordsworth asked that staff be thanked for the development of
the website which was launched in April. He had been told by fishers that they found it much
easier to integrate now from mobile devises. DCO Bateman thanked IFCO Smith, as the lead
in that workstream and the feedback from users had been very good.
Cllr Fuller proposed and Ms MacCallum seconded the proposals. All Members present agreed
both recommendations.
Resolved
91.
a. That the Chairman approve any further amendments.
b. That Annual Report be approved.
Meeting Dates for 2022
92. The Chief Officer asked Members to consider a report setting out suggested dates of
meetings for 2022. He reminded Members of their commitment to attend meetings to maintain
the quorum. He also provided Members with the details of the membership of Sub-Committees
and that at the last Authority meeting it had been agreed to amend Standing Orders to reflect
the Appeals and Scrutiny Sub-Committee being divided into the Scrutiny and Governance
Sub-Committee and the Appeals Sub-Committee. The Chief Officer advised Members that this
is an opportunity to conduct a full review of the Standing Orders to bring to the next Authority
meeting for consideration. Cllr Fuller proposed and Ms Irish seconded the recommendation.
All Members present agreed the dates. Dr Cripps asked if other video conferencing providers
could be explored and the Chief Officer agreed to look at the benefits of other providers.
Resolved
93. That the dates of meetings for 2022 be adopted.
Compliance and Enforcement. Quarterly FP team highlights
94. IFCO Dell reported to Members the activities over the months of May to July 2021. He
explained the figures for the working at sea and land inspections and the joint working
practises with MMO, PHC and ABP. He highlighted the partnership working covering wildlife
crime and search and rescue. IFCO Dell reported that the Marine Interpretation Unit had been
used at the Sea Angling Classic Event in Portsmouth. He thanked the officers for continuing
to work flexibly with the restrictions imposed by the COVID pandemic. Dr Morgan asked if the
drone policy included procedures in designated sites, so no disturbance is caused by the
equipment. IFCO Dell confirmed this was covered in the operator’s manual
The Chairman thanked officers for all the compliance work achieved in the period.
Resolved
95. That the report be received.
Behind the Scenes – with FMP Team Officers
96.
DCO Bateman updated Members on the duties of the Fisheries Management and
Policy Team. She explained that the report captured some of the work that the officers were
involved in that complimented and supported the policy making.
Resolved
97.
That the report be received.
Recreational Angling Sector Group - Minutes
98. IFCO Cooper presented the Minutes from 25 August 2021 for Members. These Minutes
were tabled for information. He added that it was important to get feedback from this sector.
The IFCA acted as secretary for the group.
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Resolved
99. That the Minutes of the meeting held on 25 August 2021 of the Recreational Angling
Sector Group be received.
South Coast Fishermen’s Council (FMC)
100. Members considered the Minutes of the South Coast Fishermen’s Council meeting held
on 11 August 2021. He explained some of the concerns of local fishermen. Mr Stride reported
that Mrs Stella Dean, secretary of FMC would be resigning after 44 years working with the
Council.
Resolved
101. That the Minutes of the 334th meetings held on 11 August of the South Coast
Fishermen’s Council be received.
Marine Licencing Update
102. IFCO Cooper explained the role the Authority had as a consultee on Marine Licence
Applications (MLAs) from the Marine Management Organisation. He updated Members on
recent applications and reported that the South Coast Fishermen’s Council had been added
as a consultee for MLAs.
Resolved
103. That the report be received.
Conservation Group Minutes
104. IFCO Pengelly gave Members an overview of the Minutes of the group that covered
Dorset, Hampshire and the Isle of Wight. Cllr Fuller was interested in developments regarding
cruise ship anchoring off the Dorset and Hampshire coast. Ms Irish reported that the MMO
had been involved with the UK HO to include sensitive areas on charts and with notifying the
cruise ship operators of the MPA sites. They were continuing to monitor the areas although
most of the large vessels had moved on.
Resolved
105. That the Minutes of the meeting held on 26 April 2021 of the Conservation Group be
received.
Date of Next Meeting –9 December 2021
106. The next meetings of the Full Authority would be held on 9 December 2021. The
Chairman reported this meeting was planned to continue in this hybrid format of face to face
with some virtual involvement. If possible, a Christmas lunch would be arranged for those
interested, prior to the meeting.
107. There being no further business the meeting closed at 16:07.
Chairman:
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Minutes of the Special Meeting of the Southern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority
held in the meeting room at the Office at Unit 3, Poole at 1530 on Wednesday 13 October
2021
Present
Cllr Mr M Roberts (Chairman, Dorset Council)
Cllr R Hughes

(Dorset Council)

Dr A Jensen
Mr R Stride
Dr S Cripps
Mr G Chittenden
Mr G Wordsworth
Mr P Rudd

(MMO Appointee)
(MMO Appointee)
(MMO Appointee)
(MMO Appointee)
(MMO Appointee
(Environment Agency)

Mr I Jones

(Chief Officer, SIFCA)

Attending virtually were Mr T Legg, Mr N Fisher and Cllr Mr M Guthrie. DCO Dell and Bateman,
Finance and Administration Manager and Mr G Black from Natural England.
Apologies
108. Apologies for absence were received from: Cllr Mrs A McEvoy (Hampshire C), Ms L
MacCallum (MMO Appointee), Mr L Stantiford (MMO Appointee), Cllr J Smith (Portsmouth
CC), Cllr D Curnow-Ford (Hampshire C).
Declaration of Interests
109. Mr Wordsworth declared a pecuniary non-prejudicial interest in the Minute 110.
Green Island Dredge Closure Area Emergency Byelaw
110. The Chairman explained that this Special Meeting of the Authority had been requested
on the advice of the Chief Officer (CO) to consider the background, legislative underpinning,
rationale and summary of evidence to support the consideration of an Emergency Byelaw to
protect an area of saltmarsh within Poole Harbour. The Chief Officer introduced the
documentation that had been provided to Members including the Emergency Byelaw and
Rationale that supports the byelaw. The CO explained that The Green Island Saltmarsh
Management Area (The Area) in Poole Harbour is currently subject to a Code of Conduct
(CoC) to restrict the use of fishing dredges over areas of saltmarsh. The Area falls within the
Poole Harbour Special Protection Area (SPA). Saltmarsh is a supporting habitat under this
designation. The CoC was established between fishers and partners to manage and protect
the saltmarsh and fishing interests and was introduced in 2019 and since the introduction of
The Area, compliance with CoC has been broadly adhered to. There were no incursions in
2019 and a small number of incursions at the end of the 2020 season. However, during this
2021 season and despite an intensive stakeholder engagement and monitoring programme
together with advisory letters, there has been a significant and alarming increase in incursions.
It is proposed that an emergency byelaw is considered to protect the saltmarsh in The Area
until the end of the PHDP 2021 season. Although spatial restrictions can be introduced under
permit conditions through the PHDP, a consultation period is required and as such, due to the
timescales involved in undertaking a review of permit conditions, there may be an immediate
significant and adverse effect on the marine environment. If emergency measures are not
implemented to provide protection to the supporting habitat in the interim period, the risk of
such damage is imminent and requires urgent immediate intervention to protect The Area. The
CO explained that Section 157 of the Marine and Coastal Act 2009 (MaCAA) allows an IFCA
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to make an emergency byelaw. The IFCA may make an emergency byelaw in circumstances
where it considers there is an urgent need for a byelaw and that the need to make the byelaw
could not reasonably have been foreseen. The CO explained that the rationale document
supporting the byelaw provides Members with sufficient evidence for the Authority to consider
a) that there is an urgent need for the byelaw, and b) the need to make the byelaw could not
reasonably have been foreseen.
Members considered the proposed emergency byelaw and asked if there were any reasons
why fishers had not adhered to the CoC and to what extent had the IFCA gone to ensure and
monitor compliance. The Chief Officer reported that the CoC had been developed in
partnership with the Poole and District Fishermen’s Association, there had been an extensive
campaign surrounding the CoC, including information literature with permits packs, each
season every permit holder signing to agree with the conditions CoC, monitoring and recording
of incursions, targeted and intelligence led patrols and advisory letters to those who had not
complied. There was nothing more officers could do to ensure compliance with the Code and
there was no identified reason why a minority of fishers were not complying and therefore it
could not possibly have been foreseen. Mr Black asked if other CoC’s were being adhered to
and DCO Dell explained that there been had no reported incursions into another area covered
by voluntary measures in Poole Harbour for Seagull Island. Mr Stride asked if voluntary
measures provided the best way of managing a sensitive habitat. The Chief Officer explained
that voluntary measures could work and were the first line of management, there are other
examples of CoC for the District that were working well. Members agreed that there was an
urgent need for the byelaw and were satisfied that it could not have reasonably been foreseen.
Members also discussed the process by which emergency situations like this can be dealt with
through Standing Orders (SO) rather than through a special meeting. The Chief officer
reported that several IFCAs have emergency protocols whereby the Chief Officer and
Chairman have delegated powers in situations like this where there is an urgent need. The
Chief Officer explained that this would part of the current SO review that is being brought back
to the Authority meeting in December.
Mr Stride proposed and Dr Cripps seconded the recommendations to make the emergency
byelaw. All Members present, voted in favour and there were no abstentions.
Resolved
111. That the Emergency Byelaw as set out in Annex “A” to these minutes, be approved.
112. There being no further business the meeting closed at 16:05.
Chairman:
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ITEM C

CHIEF OFFICERS REPORT

Report by Chief Officer
A.

Purpose of the Report
To provide Members with updates to local and nationally important developments
within fisheries management and highlights from AIFCA meetings

B.

Recommendation
That Members note the report

1.

IFCA funding

1.1
I provided members with a comprehensive summary of the representation to Defra on
the IFCA spending needs for the period 2021 to 2024 in consideration to activities emerging
from government policy where IFCAs would be expected or could reasonably be expected to
helpfully contribute to policy implementation consistent with wider duties placed on the IFCAs,
for example HPMAs, FMPs and the adequacy of the capital expenditure arrangement and the
effect of inflation on the grant received. There is no update as to the SR21 bid on the CSR
and how that will relate to IFCA funding. I will keep Members updated.
2.

Evaluation of the Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authorities

2.1
Long awaited independent report on the IFCAs was recently published although there
were some initial IT problems with opening the document. The IFCAs Chief Officers Group
and the Association of IFCAs (AIFCA) not only welcome the report but have played an
important part in highlighting areas within some of the iterations of this document prior to its
publication. We have worked together to develop a position statement that can be located on
the AIFCA website.
2.2
I would like to thank Alan Deeming, one of our RSAG members for highlighting some
of the areas within the report and we will continue to work with our partners and DEFRA in key
areas where IFCAs can develop and improve our important role. One reoccurring theme is
funding and resources to deliver our roles and responsibilities. The independent report
commissioned and paid for by Defra is available online here and the position statement here
3.

Green Island Emergency Byelaw

3.1.
The Green Island Saltmarsh Management Area in Poole Harbour was subject to a
Code of Conduct (CoC) to restrict the use of fishing dredges over areas of saltmarsh. The
Area falls within the Poole Harbour Special Protection Area (SPA). Saltmarsh is supporting
habitat under this designation. Since the introduction of The Area, compliance with CoC has
been broadly adhered to. There were no incursions in 2019 and a small number of incursions
at the end of the 2020 season. TAC members were provided an update that there was
evidence that incursions into the Area had taken place this season and that it would be
monitored and evidence collated to identify the need to review permit conditions at the end of
the season. However, since that meeting and despite an intensive stakeholder engagement
and monitoring programme, there was a significant increase in incursions resulting in a special
meeting of the Authority being held in the SIFCA office Wednesday 13 October 2021 to
consider and make an emergency byelaw to protect the Area. Emergency Byelaws take effect
without confirmation by the Secretary of State. The IFCA may make an emergency byelaw in
circumstances where it considers there is an urgent need for a byelaw and that the need to
make the byelaw could not reasonably have been foreseen. A rationale document supporting
the byelaw provided Members with sufficient evidence who agreed the need for the byelaw
and that the significant increase in incursions could not have been foreseen. The byelaw was
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made on that date. Feedback from industry has been very positive with as far as we know no
further incursions have taken place. During a recent visit where IFCA officer hosted a visit
from the Fishmongers Company that included a tour around the harbour, permitholders were
observed fishing outside of the marked area. A review of permit conditions will now take place.
4.

Fisherman of the Year (MCS) Seafood Awards

4.1
Well know local fisherman Tommy
Russell, Chairman of the Poole and District
Fishermen’s Association and Poole Harbour
Commissioner has won the first ever 'Fisherman
of the Year' prize for his leadership in working
with Southern IFCA in achieving Marine
Stewardship Council accreditation for the Poole
Harbour
Clam
and
Cockle
fishery.
Congratulations to Tom.
5.

Kingfisher Project

The Kingfisher team at Seafish,
the public body that supports
the UK seafood industry, have
launched a new Fishing
Restrictions mapping service
for fishers.
5.2
This free service allows
fishers to view all UK fishing
gear restrictions in one place,
with complete coverage of all
regulatory authorities. The
service has been fully funded by
the European Maritime and
Fisheries Fund (EMFF) and the Marine Management Organisation (MMO) and Southern IFCA
provided data for inclusion of regulations in this District.
5.3
Information surrounding the protected areas has previously been spread across
multiple websites and information sources, often missing positional data about restriction
boundaries. Now, for the first time, they are available in one place and can be accessed (in
port or at sea) via an interactive map, data plotters and information downloads. The restrictions
can also be shared via WhatsApp, social media and email.
5.4
The map supports the wider understanding of, and access to, fisheries management
measures in UK. Management supports sustainable coastal fisheries and protects the marine
environment. https://kingfisherrestrictions.org/fishing-restriction-map
6.

HPMAs

5.1
At the beginning of October JNCC and Natural England submitted their advice on
potential HPMA locations to Defra. Defra is currently considering the advice and the best way
to apply social and economic criteria.
I was hoping for a more significant update after a recent Marine and Fisheries Chief Officer
meetings with Defra. However advice is still being considered from the Statutory Nature
Conservation Bodies on the size and locations of proposed locations. The HPMA steering
group have discussed having a policy steer on size, and Defra is currently exploring how best
to advise on this. Defra will apply a coarse filter which looks at the extent of activities in each
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location to refine ‘the list’ down to around 20 before applying further social and economic
criteria including refinement of extent of activity plus impact of designation to remaining sites
that will be subject to a public consultation next year.
7.

IFCA Membership

6.1
Interviews took place in September for our vacancy and there has been a delay in
decision making across the board, however I have been advised that a candidate has been
offered the role subject to relevant checks and I am hoping to update members at the Authority
meeting including the possibility that the newly appointed General Member will be able to
attend.
8.

iVMS

The Marine Management Organisation (MMO) has launched its programme to identify tracking
devices that meet its technical specifications for monitoring location, speed and heading of
under-12m fishing vessels. For more details go to I-VMS type approval programme - GOV.UK
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/i-vms-type-approval-programme that contained an installation
schedule for vessel size and expected dates.
9.

CLIMATE STRATEGY AND GOOD ENVIRONMENTAL STATUS FOR OUR SEAS

The recent COP26 saw world leaders join together to accelerate action towards the goals of
the 2015 Paris Agreement and the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change. COP26
concluded with 200 countries committing to an agreement to keep 1.5C alive and urgently
accelerate climate action.
Scientist have warned that if temperatures rise beyond 1.5C, the worst effects of climate
change will be felt. The ‘Glasgow Climate Pact’ was adopted, keeping 1.5C in sight – requiring
global emissions to be cut by 45% by 2030 and to zero by 2050.
Southern IFCA play an important and leading role in the management and protection of local
seas. With the end of COP26, it is now more urgent than ever that we actively support the
governments ambitions and adapt to the impact of climate change and achieve ‘Good
Environmental Status’. There is also the realisation that this target will not be achieved by
governments alone, but by every section of society engaging, planning and taking positive
actions to meet this target. SIFCA have an important role to play in this both within our
organisation and as leaders and conduits for the local fishing industry to adapt to and become
carbon neutral. Although this problem seems insurmountable, and there are no easy off the
shelf solutions, we need to start this process now and work together to develop and trial new
ways of working.
What can we do?
The transition to zero emission vehicles is gathering pace. Port of London Authority are
currently working the UK’s first hybrid pilot cutter, operating speeds of up to 15nm in electric
mode.
We are already considering and planning for electric replacements to our vehicles and our
three patrol vessels run on petrol and not diesel. Phase two of the Marine Asset Review that
is due to commence at the end of the next financial year will have to consider the EPA Rules
and Marine Diesel Engines when planning the build or perhaps technology will allow to
consider alternative propulsion methods.
The first step will be to draw on the experience and contacts of our Authority members to start
discussing the issue that will be the basis of the development of a SIFCA climate strategy
policy.
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Ian Jones
Chief Officer
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Item D

BUDGET CONTROL STATEMENT
Report by Accountant Mike Ratsey

A.

Purpose of the Report
To provide Members with a summary of the Authority’s accounts so far for the
financial year 1 April 2021 to 31 March 2022.

B.

Recommendation
That the report be received.

1.

Background

1.1

It is normal procedure for the accounts to be presented for consideration by
the Full Authority.

2.

Financial Year 2021-22

2.1

Figures for the period indicate that expenditure in most cost centres has kept
within the budget with a few exceptions.

3.

Payment of Amounts Exceeding £5000

3.1

Standing Order 55b requires amounts of expenditure, outside the Treasurer’s
control, exceeding £5000 to be reported to the Committee.

3.2

Recent amounts paid over £5K (Ex VAT) are as follows:
Individual Invoice

Robust Boats (final payment)

£9992.40

Individual Invoice

Legal Fees

£5914.40
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Budget Control Statement to 31 October 2021.

BUDGET CONTROL STATEMENT
Date
Months

ADMINISTRATION
5010-100 Salaries and other labour costs
5020-100 L govmt pension scheme
5040-100 Protective clothing
5052-100 Office expenditure Unit 3
5060-100 Communications
5070-100 Office insurance
5075-100 Unit 3 Holes Bay Park Rates
5076-100 Covid 19 Expenses
5080-100 Subscriptions
5090-100 Prosecution costs
5095-100 Legal costs
5100-100 Training
5105-100 Authority meetings
5110-100 Misc expenditure
5115-100 Authority meetings
5130-100 Audit costs
5140-100 Adverts - audit/byelaws (contra NL4700)
5150-100 Adverts - recruitment
5160-100 AIFCA
5200-100 Evidence and Research Budg (contra 4880)
5214-100 ETP Project (Contra NL 4872)
5230-100 Poole Harbour RFS&MSC proj
5233-100 Enforcement projects
5300-100 AIFCA MPA Project costs
5500-100 Poole Order Proj legal & consultancy
5505-100 Jersey project
5510-100 Boarding and pacing training
5680-100 Bank charges
ADMIN EXPENDITURE
MARINE ASSETS
6000-100 PV fuel
6015-100 PV Endeavour maint
6045-100 PV Stella Barbara maint
6055-100 PV Protector maintenance

6066-100 Drone running costs

6070-100 Marine insurance
MARINE ASSETS EXPENDITURE

r

Oct21
7
Actual

Oct21
7
Budget

368,815
59,646
2,172
16,973
3,139
16,592
9,074
900
1,853
8,736
2,143
7,013
1,325
2,476

326,438
42,728
2,184
11,823
4,900
13,903
9,275
1,169
1,984
7,000
1,750
10,800

Oct21 NOTE Year to Mar22 Year to Mar21 Year to Mar21
7
CURRENT
LAST YRS
LAST YRS
£ Variance
BUDGET
ACTUAL
BUDGET

502
530,723

546
472,940

(42,377)
(16,918)
12
(5,150)
1,761
(2,689)
201
269
131
(1,736)
(393)
3,787
(1,325)
(145)
581
42
2,000
25
320
1,831
(2,646)
2,919
(77)
1,750
0
0
0
44
(57,783)

4,994
2,928
5,156
1,887
244
5,747
20,955

6,419
5,733
4,158
3,752
1,169
5,650
26,881

1,425
2,805
(998)
1,865
925
(97)
5,926

711
259

1,456
581
147
13
560
77
14
15
35

745
322
147
(67)
51
(66)
(20)
(62)
(67)
(26)
(4)
123
9
0
0
71
442
(735)
1,190
(391)
402
577
914
301
423
370
(0)
4,648

2,100
150
12,000
11,222
2,646
1,246

2,331
581
2,142
2,000
175
12,320
13,053
2,919
1,169
1,750

VEHICLES & TRAVEL
7010-100 CEO expenses
7015-100 DCEO Expenses
7016-100 DCEO (Pia)
7035-100 IFCO SCO3 expenses
7045-100 IFCO EO2 expenses
7055-100 IFCO EO1 expenses
7065-100 IFCO CO2 expenses
7075-100 IFCO EO3 expenses
7085-100 IFCO SCO1 expenses
7095-100 IFCO SCO2 expenses
7103-100 VWl HF18 UHC Fuel
7104-100 VW HF18 UHD Fuel
7105-100 IFCO SEO1 expenses
7108-100 HN62 FGX fuel
7109-100 HV11 KXG fuel
7110-100 HJ66 XRY VW fuel
7112-100 HF17 YXS fuel
7117-100 HF17 YXS Hilux Fuel
7118-100 HN58 XCY fuel
7119-100 HJ70 GXZ VW Fuel
7120-100 Other travel and accomm
7130-100 Chairman's fund
7140-100 MMO appointee expenses
7150-100 Vehicle roadside assistance
7160-100 Vehicle maintenance
7170-100 Vehicle road tax
7180-100 Insurance - vehicles
VEH & TRAVEL EXPENDITURE

2,258
505
6,120
16,669

448
595
3,570
301
2,681
875
6,120
21,317

CAPITAL EQUIPMENT
8010-100 Small items of equip (<£500)
9120-100 Depn - premises
9140-100 Depn - equipment
9160-100 Depn - PV's
9180-100 Depn - vehicles
EQUIPMENT EXPENDITURE

217
2,883
3,933
8,166
7,336
22,534

1,750
3,010
6,579
9,345
7,322
28,006

1,533
127
2,646
1,179
(14)
5,472

88

889

801

INCOME
4190-100 Bank interest receivable
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80
509
143
34
77
102
26
480
353
12
405
748
735
391
46
18
2,656
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476
476
21
476
1,190
1,190

1
1
2
3
4

5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12

13
14
14
14

559,613
73,245
3,738
20,263
8,397
13,903
15,906
2,000
2,804
12,000
3,000
15,000

552,183
72,136
4,313
22,959
5,998
13,630
15,594
4,010
3,304
18,449
1,536
13,313

522,942
68,074
4,000
22,000
5,012
21,000
16,065

4,000
1,000
3,672
4,500
300
12,320
13,053

1,052

5,000
1,000
3,500
3,500

5,000
2,000
3,000

752
763,010

11,000
9,829
7,130
6,430
2,000
5,650
42,039

6,574
5,903
4,391
3,521

11,000
8,000
6,000
5,500

1,144
21,533

6,500
37,000

131
150

4,000
2,000
250
18
937
132
25
29
57

816
2,040

17
18

6,000
2,000

936
779,650

816
816
39

16

3,685
2,621
(339)

12,000
10,000

3,000
600
2,000
983
748,005

2,500
1,000
250
18
960
135
26
30
58

15

3,000
4,904
150
12,579
7,180

4,329
15,000
5,000
15,000

2,040

(109)
295
35
8
12
22
8
704
351
103
348
587
758
1,005

800
800
38
800
800
2,000
2,000

768
1,020
6,120
520
4,590
1,496
6,120
32,178

352
709
64
3,502
186
5,173
1,964
4,516
20,875

753
1,000
6,000
510
4,500
1,467
6,000
34,916

3,000
5,162
11,721
16,022
13,847
49,752

2,681
4,937
7,205
13,954
14,419
43,196

5,000
5,055
5,000
35,600
14,062
64,717

1,520

822

400

BUDGET CONTROL STATEMENT
Date
Months

4210-100 Levy - Hants
4220-100 Levy - IOW
4230-100 Levy - Dorset
4250-100 Levy - BCP
4260-100 Levy - Southampton
4270-100 Levy - Portsmouth
4600-100 Court costs recovered
4700-100 Byelaw tfr ex Marine Act Res (Contra NL5140)
4845-100 Poole dredge permits
4846-100 Solent shellfish permits
4850-100 Rents - Poole leases
4871-100 Jersey project
4872-100 ETP project
4873-100 Boarding and pacing training
4880-100 Marine Act Research (contraNL5200)
4884-100 EMFF PV grant
4885-100 AIFCA MPA project
4887-100 Fuel rebate
4888-100 Evidence & Research (inc salaries contra
4890-100 Misc income (including DEFRA refunds)
4895-100 Poole Coun shellfish sample
5170-100 (Surplus)/deficit on equip sale
TOTAL INCOME

Oct21
7
Actual

Oct21
7
Budget

318,921
113,280
195,667
87,968
33,945
39,628
1,575

318,921
113,280
195,667
87,968
33,945
39,628
1,169

27,050
4,300
15,154

27,000
2,150
14,464

2,646

4,986

Oct21 NOTE Year to Mar22 Year to Mar21 Year to Mar21
7
CURRENT
LAST YRS
LAST YRS
£ Variance
BUDGET
ACTUAL
BUDGET

16,119
2,658
475
1,337
872,033

1,169
1,191
863,602

0
0
0
0
0
0
(406)
0
(50)
(2,150)
(690)
0
2,340
0
(11,222)
0
0
581
4,475
(2,658)
694
(146)
(8,431)

EXPENDITURE SUMMARY
Administration
Marine assets
Vehicles & Travel
New Equipment
TOTAL EXPENDITURE

530,723
20,955
16,669
22,534
590,881

472,940
26,881
21,317
28,006
549,144

TOTAL INCOME

872,033

EXCESS OF INCOME OVER EXPEND

281,152

11,222
581
20,594

318,921
113,280
195,667
87,968
33,945
39,628
2,000
19
10

20

Capital finance reserve
Patrol vessel renewal reserve
Research Reserve
General reserve b/f

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

907,029

(57,783)
5,926
4,648
5,472
(41,737)

779,650
42,039
32,178
49,752
903,619

763,010
21,533
20,875
43,196
848,615

748,005
37,000
34,916
64,717
884,638

863,602

8,431

898,001

907,029

879,602

314,458

(33,306)

(5,618)

58,414

(5,036)

Actual
623,724
420,371
26,721

Actual
0
0
(27,341)

Actual
623,724
420,371
(620)

110,592
417,022

0

110,592

2 of 3

1,000
31,376
7,355
1,425

1,800
1,383
879,602

Excess income over expenditure
281,152
General reserve c/f
698,174
TOTAL RESERVES
1,598,431
253,810
1,852,242
Comments
This section is designed to summarise the overall movement in the total assets of the Authority.
At the beginning of the financial year (1 April 2021) reserves totalled
£1,598,431
At the end of Oct21 reserves totalled
£1,852,242
During the year to date reserves have therefore increased /(decreased if in brackets) by
£253,810
And before a release/(increase) of the Research Reserve has been made of
£27,341
And before a release/(increase) of the Poole Reserve has been made of
£0
Resulting in an excess / (deficit if in brackets) of income over expenditure of
£281,152
The budget anticipated an increase in total reserves at this stage of the year of
£314,458
We are therefore ahead of/ (behind if in brackets) budget by
(£33,306)
NOTES
The following notes refer to variances in excess of £1,000
Large deficit caused principally by unbudgeted settlement with ex employee
£1k due to installation of much needed cloud backup. Balance includes some annual invoices not spread
over the year. Therefore future months should see recovery towards budget.
Savings to date.
Insurance costs include those for the new drone and insurance inflation
Prosecution costs completely dependent on amount of illegal activityfound in area
Budgeted training courses yet to happen.. Costs will be incurred in the coming months
New cost centre after budget set
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1,000
35,303

8,002
813
3,540

318,921
113,280
195,667
87,968
33,945
39,628
2,000
3,500
27,000
2,150
28,360
1,600
7,000
4,000
10,000

2,000
1,191
898,001

01Apr21 Movements
Oct21
Brought fwd year to date Carried fwd

Poole reserve
Balance

29,713

7,500

9

Comments
£ Variance
This column has been designed such that "positive" variances indicate either actual expenditure LESS than budget
or actual income MORE than budget. In other words, negative variances, shown in (brackets), indicate possible causes
for concern.
Excess of income over expenditure
This is the "bottom line" and indicates whether, at this stage of the financial year,
SIFCA has income in excess of expenditure. The overall variance shows whether we
are ahead or (behind) where we expected to be at this time.
MOVEMENT ON RESERVES

27,000
2,150
28,928

318,921
113,280
195,667
87,968
33,945
39,628
2,620
4,904
27,050

BUDGET CONTROL STATEMENT
Date
Months

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Oct21
7
Actual

Oct21
7
Budget

Oct21 NOTE Year to Mar22 Year to Mar21 Year to Mar21
7
CURRENT
LAST YRS
LAST YRS
£ Variance
BUDGET
ACTUAL
BUDGET

No byelaws to date
Costs matched by transfer from Research Reserve
This matches costs to date - see NL 4872
Project has yet to start
Project has yet to start
Less patrol actrivity than anticipated when budget set (Covid)
Taken together patrol vessel maintenance costs are £3.7k less than anticipated after 7 months
One vehicle used more that anticipated but overall fuel costs are within budget
Expenditure not incurred to date
The depreciation budget was based on proposed purchases of £12k of equipment being made in Apr21. This is still o/s.
Aquadock sold in year - disposal not budgeted
More permits sold than anticipated when budget set
Income from provision of drone and a mooring survey
Do not type below this line
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ITEM E

DRAFT BUDGET AND LEVY 2022 TO 2023
Report by Ian Jones and Mike Ratsey
A.

Purpose of the Report
The purpose of the report is to recommend a budget for Southern IFCA for the financial
year 1 Apr 2022 to 31 Mar 2023. The proposed budget is designed to enable the
delivery of the Authority’s priorities in accordance with legal duties of the IFCA.
Accordingly, the report provides a brief summary of the commitments and legal duties
of the Authority which shall be delivered in the year.
S.16 (1) of The Southern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Order 2010 (as
amended) states that the expenses incurred by the Authority must be defrayed by the
relevant councils in accordance with a prescribed formula. In part these expenses are
defrayed by a grant from central government and other sources of external income.
Based on the proposed budget, the report makes recommendations for the levy on the
constituent councils.

B.

Recommendation
1. That the Authority approve the budget.
2. That the constituent Local Authorities who fund the IFCA are Levied in
accordance with the amounts detailed in Table 2 of this report.

1.

Background

1.1

Since its creation in 2011 the Authority has discharged its statutory functions, improved
the structures and capability of the organisation, made considerable efficiency savings,
generated external sources of incomes and achieved the delivery of its duties within
marine protected areas.

1.2

With the completion of the works required as a consequence of the government’s
revised approach to the management of commercial fisheries in European Marine Sites
Southern IFCA has commenced an ambitious plan to review legacy byelaws and a
broader programme of works to improve the sustainability of marine fisheries, protect
the marine environment and support the local communities which rely upon these
resources. This plan is in accordance with the duties of the Authority under s.153 and
s.154 of the Marine and Coastal Access Act, 2009.

1.3

In 2019 and since this plan was adopted, additional duties have been placed on the
IFCA as a consequence of the designation of additional Marine Conservation Zones in
the IFCA District. Consequently, Southern IFCA must now further the conservation
objectives of these additional (and complex) sites and work has already commenced
on habitat assessments. With the introduction of the Fisheries Act 2020, Fisheries
Management Plans will be published under the Act that are highly likely to place
additional duties on the IFCA. The possible addition of Highly Protected Marine Areas
would have a significant impact on our resources should a site be selected in the
Southern IFCA District.

2.

Last year’s budget setting

2.1

The Authority originally requested a 1% increase in the levy for the year to 31 March
2022. This was not approved and as a result a £5.6k loss was budgeted. No provision
was made in the budget for increases in salaries, apart from contractual increases,
which was in line with government guidance at the time.
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2.2

The Authority now understands that a local government pay award is probable and after
making a 2% provision for this, is estimating a loss of £10.3k for the current year

3.

Budget

3.1

This year’s budget is designed to deliver the following:

3.1.1

Fisheries and conversation projects
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.1.2

Implement management for the tranche three Marine Conservation Zones in the
District
Review MPA spatial management
Implement the near-shore netting & nursery areas review
Implement the Solent Management Measures
Develop management and implementation of the pot fisheries
Review MCRS management and ongoing research project
Implement several permit schemes supported by monitoring and control plans

Asset management projects
•

Completing head office refurbishments (subject to Covid-19 restrictions)

3.1.3 Review of marine assets
•
•

Refit/maintain selected vessels
Commence the planning for a new patrol vessel in 2023 to fit the needs of additional
duties and EPA Rules and Marine Diesel Engines

3.1.4 Other commitments and duties
•
•
•

Effectively enforce IFCA byelaws and other relevant legislation to ensure the
protection and enhancement of the fisheries and marine environment
Implementation of new legislation and compliance directions
Effectively adapt to any additional roles and responsibilities

3.1.5 Systems that support projects:
•
•
•

Phase two of the IT Support Review and migration to a cloud-based system
Review of HR systems to administer the HR function efficiently and effectively
Develop a permitting system/software to administer the permitting function as we
introduce additional permitting schemes and reduce the administrative burden

3.2

The budget is shown in detail in the Appendix to this report. All overheads have been
examined and adjusted where believed appropriate. Where applicable, an allowance
of 2% has been included for inflation. This may well be less than CPI but the authority
is determined to contain costs.

3.3

The Authority follows the National Joint Council for Local Government Services (NJC)
which recommend local government pay scales resulting from negotiations between
the employer and trade unions. Annual salaries are adjusted accordingly. Based on
current negotiations salaries for 2022/23 have been increased by 2%.

3.4

The Appendix contains comments and compares the proposed budget both to the
current year’s budget and the current year’s estimate (based on what has been spent
in the first 6 months of the current year and estimates for the remaining six months).
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3.5

The budget shows a loss of £ 4.7k for the year to 31 March 2023

4.

The Levy

4.1

The Southern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Order 2010 (s.i. 2010 no. 2198), as
amended by The Southern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation (Amendment) Order
2019 (s.i. 2019 no 1223), states that the expenses incurred by the Authority must be
defrayed by the relevant councils

4.2

The Southern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority currently (year beginning
1 April 2021) levy on the constituent authorities the sum of £789,409 which is divided
in accordance with the following percentages:
Relevant council
BCP Council
Dorset Council
Hampshire County Council
Isle of Wight Council
Portsmouth City Council
Southampton City Council

4.3

Percentage
11.14%
24.79%
40.40%
14.35%
5.02%
4.30%

In accordance with the New Burdens Doctrine1 the expenses of the Southern IFCA,
defrayed by local authorities because of the Marine and Coastal Act, are aided by a
grant of £329,425, which is paid directly to the Councils of Dorset, Hampshire, the Isle
of Wight and BCP. A summary of the 2021/22 Levy contribution is shown in Table 1.
Table 1
2021 to 2022 Levy contribution
Council
(number
of appointed
Councillors
Dorset (2)
Hampshire (2)
IOW (1)
BCP (2)
Southampton (1)
Portsmouth (1)

Levy
Apr 21
£
95,882
115,277
99,617
75,635
33,945
39,628
459,984

Government
Grant
Apr 21
£
99,785
203,644
13,663
12,333
0
0
329,425

Total
contribution
Apr 21
£
195,667
318,921
113,280
87,968
33,945
39,628
789,409

The latest independent forecasts for the UK Economy (see background paper 5)
estimate that CPI will rise by 3.1% in 2022/23 whilst the RPI will increase by 4.8%.
However, the attached budget assumes an increase in the overall levy of just 2%. If
approved, the levy payable for the year beginning 1 April 2022 would be as shown in
Table 2.

Successive Governments have sought to keep the pressure on council tax bills to a minimum through some form of ‘new
burdens doctrine’. At the time of this budget, it is assumed that new burdens is under review and will be replaced with a similar
financial amount. The outcome of the review is not yet known.
1
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Table 2
2022 to 2023 Levy contribution
Council (number
of appointed
councillors
Dorset (2)
Hampshire (2)
IOW (1)
BCP (2)
Southampton (1)
Portsmouth (1)

4.4

Levy
Apr 22
£
99,795
121,656
101,882
77,394
34,624
40,420
475,772

Government
Grant
Apr 22
£
99,785
203,644
13,663
12,333
0
0
329,425

Total
contribution
Apr 22
£
199,580
325,300
115,545
89,727
34,624
40,420
805,197

The Authority is asked to accept the increased levy and to approve the budget.

Ian Jones (CEO) and Mike Ratsey (Accountant)
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The Southern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Order 2010 available online at
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2010/2198/contents/made
The Southern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation (Amendment) Order 2019 available
online at https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2019/1223/contents/made
The New Burdens Doctrine is available online at
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/new-burdens-doctrine-guidance-forgovernment-departments
APPENDIX Draft Southern IFCA budget for financial year 2020 to 2021
The HM Treasury Forecasts for the UK Economy (a comparison of independent
forecasts
No.
410
September
2021)
is
available
online
at
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachm
ent_data/file/1017850/Forecomp_September_2021.pdf

SIFCA BUDGET - YEAR TO 31 MARCH 2022

Apr21-Mar22 Apr21-Mar22 Apr22-Mar23
COMMENT
12 mths
12 mths
12 mths
12 mths
12 mths
ESTIMATE
BUDGET
BUDGET £New-£old bud £New bud-£Est

ADMINISTRATION
5010-100 Salaries and employers NI
5020-100 L govmt pension scheme
5040-100 Protective clothing
5052-100 Office expenditure Unit 3
5060-100 Communications
5070-100 Combined insurance
5075-100 Rates
5076-100 Covid 19 Expenses
5080-100 Subscriptions
5090-100 Prosecution costs
5095-100 Legal costs
5100-100 Training
5105-100 Authority meetings
5110-100 Misc expenditure
5130-100 Audit and accountancy
5140-100 Adverts - audit/byelaws
5150-100 Adverts - recruitment
5160-100 AIFCA
5200-100 Evidence and research budget
5214-100 ETP Project (contra 4872)
5230-100 Poole Harbour RFS and MSC Proj
5233-100 Operational equipment
5500-100 Poole Order Proj legal & consultancy
5510-100 Boarding and pacing training
5680-100 Bank charges

565,906
89,079
3,759
20,710
5,771
16,592
15,906
2,000
1,863
12,736
3,643
14,959
1,944
3,911
3,600
2,000
3,650
12,000
9,906
2,646
0
2,179
0
0
937

559,613
73,245
3,738
20,263
8,397
13,903
15,906
2,000
2,804
12,000
3,000
15,000
1,000
4,000
3,672
4,500
300
12,320
13,053

ADMIN EXPENDITURE
MARINE ASSETS
6000-100 PV fuel
6015-100 PV Endeavour maint
6045-100 Stella Barbara maint
6055-100 PV Protector maint
6066-Drone running costs
6070-100 Marine insurance
MARINE ASSETS EXPENDITURE

936

538,439
69,886
6,249
15,000
8,383
16,924
16,224
2,040
1,900
20,000
5,000
17,500
1,983
3,989
3,672
3,000
1,000
13,000
11,953
0
20,000
3,000
0
0
956

(21,174)
(3,359)
2,511
(5,263)
(14)
3,021
318
40
(904)
8,000
2,000
2,500
983
(11)
0
(1,500)
700
680
(1,100)
0
15,000
1,000
(3,000)
0
20

(27,466)
(19,193)
2,490
(5,710)
2,611
332
318
40
37
7,264
1,357
2,541
39
78
72
1,000
(2,650)
1,000
2,047
(2,646)
20,000
821
0
0
19

795,696

779,650

780,099

449

(15,598)

9,332
4,059
7,129
4,159
1,044
5,747
31,470

11,000
9,829
7,130
6,430
2,000
5,650
42,039

11,000
8,829
6,130
7,430
2,000
5,650
41,039

0
(1,000)
(1,000)
1,000
0
0
(1,000)

1,668
4,770
(999)
3,271
956
(97)
9,569

Best estimate
Best estimate
Best estimate
Best estimate
best estimate
Best estimate

(425)
13
(148)
(18)
(162)
(135)
43
84
151
15
53
(220)
(39)
(39)
(624)
816
(1,224)
0
(685)
(20)
(2,187)
(214)
(590)
32
123
(5,401)

41
20
2
0
16
0
1
2
4
0
17
12
0
15
28
16
16
0
2
500
77
6
341
30
122
1,268

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
) Current year estimate + 2% inflation
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

60
51
(397)
(77)
(1,852)
0
0
0
0
(2,214)

5,000
2,000
3,000

VEHICLES & TRAVEL
7010-100 CEO expenses
7015-100 DCEO expenses
7016-100 DCEO expenses
7035-100 IFCO SCO3 expenses
7045-100 IFCO EO2 expenses
7055-100 IFCO EO1 expenses
7065-100 IFCO CO2 expenses
7075-100 IFCO EO3 expenses
7085-100 IFCO SCO1 expenses
7095-100 IFCO SCO2 expenses
7103-100 VWl HF18 UHC Fuel
7104-100 VW HF18 UHD Fuel
7105-100 IFCO SE01 expenses
7110-100 HJ66 XRY fuel
7112-100 HF17 YXS Toyota HiLux fuel
7117-100 Van fuel
7118-100 New Toyota HiLux
7119-100 HJ70 GXZ VW Fuel
7120-100 Other travel and accommodation
7130-100 Chairman's fund
7140-100 MMO appointee expenses
7150-100 Vehicle roadside assistance
7160-100 Vehicle maintenance
7170-100 Vehicle road tax
7180-100 Insurance - vehicles
VEH & TRAVEL EXPENDITURE

2,034
993
100
0
783
0
68
112
205
14
852
584
0
762
1,388
800
800

2,500
1,000
250
18
960
135
26
30
58

82
500
3,856
300
3,659
1,498
6,120
25,509

768
1,020
6,120
520
4,590
1,496
6,120
32,178

2,075
1,013
102
0
798
0
69
114
209
15
869
596
0
777
1,416
816
816
0
83
1,000
3,933
306
4,000
1,528
6,243
26,777

CAPITAL EQUIPMENT
8010-100 Items costing <£500
9120-100 Depn - premises
9140-100 Depn - equipment
9160-100 Depn - PV's
9180-100 Depn - vehicles
9220-100 Capital chgs - buildings
9260-100 Capital chgs - PV's
9270-100 Capital chgs - vehicles
9280-100 Capital chgs - equipment
EQUIPMENT EXPENDITURE

3,000
4,937
7,205
13,954
14,419
0
0
0
0
43,515

3,000
5,162
11,721
16,022
13,847
0
0
0
0
49,752

3,060
4,988
6,808
13,877
12,567
0
0
0
0
41,301

60
(174)
(4,913)
(2,145)
(1,280)
0
0
0
0
(8,451)

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

155
318,921
113,280

1,520
318,921
113,280

158
325,300
115,545

(1,362)
6,379
2,265

APROPRIATIONS
4910-100 PVR fund
APROPRIATIONS
INCOME
4190-100 Bank interest receivable
4210-100 Levy - Hants
4220-100 Levy - IOW

816
816
39
816
2,040
2,040

Individual incs SCP's a/r plus 2% inflation increase
No change in main parameters
As estimated by DCEO to include new recruitment
Completion of refurb, hotdesking and asset housing
Current year est + 2% inflation + new equip
Current year estimate + 2% inflation
Current year estimate + 2% inflation
Current year estimate + 2% inflation
Current year estimate + 2% inflation
As estimated by CEO + current case files
Increase for implementation of management measures
Increase for NLTO and additional training
Current year estimate + 2% inflation
Current year estimate + 2% inflation
Current year estimate + 2% inflation
Best estimate for pending byelaws
Best estimate for forthcoming vacancies
As requested by AIFCA
Best estimate
Project complete
Best estimate and cost certification
Best estimate
Annual contingency
Internal training due to Covid - monitor for 2022/23
Current year estimate + 2% inflation

Current year estimate + 2% inflation
Agrees fixed asset register
Agrees fixed asset register
Agrees fixed asset register
Agrees fixed asset register
Year end adjustment
Year end adjustment
Year end adjustment
Year end adjustment

0 PVR deemed adequate
0

3 Current year estimate + 2% levy increase
6,379 Assumes local authorities accept 2%
2,265 Assumes local authorities accept 2%

4230-100 Levy - Dorset
4250-100 Levy - BCP
4260-100 Levy - Southampton
4270-100 Levy - Portsmouth
4600-100 Court costs awarded
4700-100 Byelaw tfr from Marine Act Res
4845-100 Poole clam lic/new permits
4846-100 Solent shellfish permits
4847-100 Net fishing permits
4848-100 Pot fishing permits
4850-100 Rents - Poole leases
4872-100 ETP project
4880-100 Marine Act Research (contra NL5200)
4887-100 Fuel rebate
4888-100 General research (inc salaries contra)
4890-100 Misc income (including DEFRA refunds)
4895-100 BCP council shellfish sample
5170-100 Profit/(loss) on equip sale
TOTAL INCOME

195,667
87,968
33,945
39,628
2,005
0
26,450
2,365

195,667
87,968
33,945
39,628
2,000

199,580
89,727
34,624
40,420
2,045

2,000
1,191
898,001

27,000
4,300
2,890
4,650
30,914
0
0
2,000
0
2,500
2,835
0
884,489

3,913
1,759
679
792
45
0
0
2,150
2,890
4,650
1,986
(7,500)
0
1,000
(35,303)
2,500
835
(1,191)
(13,512)

3,913
1,759
679
792
40
0
550
1,935
2,890
4,650
606
(5,139)
(9,906)
2,000
(16,119)
(158)
1,460
0
(1,399)

27,000
2,150

30,308
5,139
9,906
0
16,119
2,658
1,375
0
885,889

28,928
7,500

EXPENDITURE SUMMARY
Administration
Marine assets
Vehicles & Travel
Capital Equipment
Appropriations
TOTAL EXPENDITURE

795,696
31,470
25,509
43,515
0
896,190

779,650
42,039
32,178
49,752
0
903,619

780,099
41,039
26,777
41,301
0
889,216

449
(1,000)
(5,401)
(8,451)
0
(14,403)

(15,598)
9,569
1,268
(2,214)
0
(6,974)

TOTAL INCOME

885,889

898,001

884,489

(13,512)

(1,399)

EXCESS OF INCOME / (EXPENDITURE)

(10,302)

(5,618)

(4,727)

891

5,575

1,000
35,303

Assumes local authorities accept 2%
Assumes local authorities accept 2%
Assumes local authorities accept 2%
Assumes local authorities accept 2%
Best estimate
Reserve fully used by 31Mar22
45 permits at £600
Estimate on current uptake 20 permits at £215
Estimated 17 permits at £170
Estimated 310 permits at £15
2% increase
Completed 2021/22
Research reserve fund fully used
Best estimate
IFCO contract complete
Best estimate
Increase in samping trips
See fixed asset register
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NET FISHING BYELAW
Report by Deputy CO Bateman, Senior IFCO Pengelly and IFCO Birchenough

A.

Purpose of the Report
For Members to consider making the proposed Net Fishing Byelaw (‘byelaw’).
Upon the recommendation of the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC), Members were
provided with written notice at least 14 days prior to this date of the intention to make
the byelaw.

B.

Recommendations
1. That the Authority proceeds to make the Net Fishing Byelaw.
2. That the byelaw is advertised in accordance with IFCA Byelaw Guidance from
Defra1.
3. That the Executive Committee is delegated to review feedback from the formal
byelaw consultation and report with recommendations to the Authority prior to
MMO quality assurance and an application to the Secretary of State to confirm the
byelaw.

C.

Annexes - Please see separate file
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Proposed Net Fishing Byelaw
Proposed Southampton Water Net Permit
Proposed Christchurch Harbour Net Permit
Proposed River Hamble Net Permit
The Net Permit Monitoring and Control Plan
Site-specific evidence packages (x8)
Net Fishing Byelaw Literature Review
Net Fishing Byelaw Process, Tools and Intentions Policy Paper
Net Fishing Byelaw Impact Assessment
Net Fishing Conservation Package
Net Fishing Conservation Package – Natural England’s Formal Response

1.

Background

1.1

The Net Fishing Byelaw (‘byelaw’) has been developed following the Authority’s
decision to review and, where necessary, develop netting regulations for the District’s
harbours and estuarine waters in order to achieve the following policy objectives:
i.
ii.

1

To support the use of estuaries and harbours in the District as essential fish
habitats.
To provide protection to migratory salmonids as they transit through the
District’s estuaries and harbours.

http://www.association-ifca.org.uk/Upload/About/ifca-byelaw-guidance.pdf
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iii.
iv.

To balance the social and economic benefits of net fisheries.
To further the conservation objectives of Designated Sites.

1.2

The byelaw will enable the Authority to flexibly manage net fisheries in line with policy
objectives. Management will be informed by best-available evidence that will be
gathered through a commitment to ongoing monitoring.

1.3

The District’s harbour and estuarine waters are highly valuable to fish populations as
Essential Fish Habitats (EFH) due to the role these areas play as nursery, feeding and
refuge areas. The byelaw will support the role of these EFH by avoiding mortality
through net fishing in key EFH areas, where populations are at their densest and during
their most critical ecological stages.

1.4

As they migrate through the District’s harbours and estuaries, Atlantic salmon (Salmo
salar) and sea trout (Salmo trutta) are vulnerable to the possibility of injury or mortality
associated with fishing with nets. The byelaw will reduce the risk of interactions
between migratory salmonids and fishing nets in these environments through the
introduction of site-specific measures.

1.5

The introduction of the byelaw is considered to be the most effective approach for the
Authority to meet its legislative duties.

1.6

The TAC, at their meeting on 4th November 2021, finalised and agreed the Net Fishing
Byelaw Package, Net Permit access provisions and Net Permit fees and
recommended that Members were formally notified of the intention to make the Net
Fishing Byelaw at the Authority meeting on 9th December 2021.

2.

Legislative Duties

2.1

Southern IFCA have duties under the Conservation of Habitats and Species
(Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019, to ensure that fishing activity occurring
within or adjacent to a Special Area of Conservation (SAC) does not damage, disturb
or lead to a deterioration of a species which receives protection under the relevant
designation, to ensure compliance with the Habitats Directive. In a similar manner,
under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981, Southern IFCA must take reasonable
steps to further the conservation and enhancement of features for which a Site of
Special Scientific Importance (SSSI) has been designated. Atlantic salmon and sea
trout are notifiable features of SACs and SSSIs within the Southern IFC District.

2.2

As directed by case law, Southern IFCA must also consider the role that functionally
linked areas play in supporting salmonid populations, in line with the intentions of The
Habitats Directive (Council Regulation 92/43/EEC). Southern IFCA has considered
these duties alongside those specified in the Marine and Coastal Access Act (MaCAA,
2009), which requires Southern IFCA to balance the social and economic benefits of
fishing with the need to protect the marine environment from the effects of such fishing.

2.3

The byelaw’s policy objectives have been considered in line with Southern IFCA’s
duties under the MaCAA, 2009.

3.

The Net Fishing Byelaw

3.1

The Net Fishing Byelaw (Annex 1) is a District-wide statutory mechanism
encompassing site specific management measures across forty-nine sites. The byelaw
introduces a range of measures to manage net fishing in the District. These measures
2
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include the introduction of Net Prohibition Areas, Net Restricted Areas and Net Permit
Areas.
3.2

In addition, the byelaw introduces for the marking of nets by all fishers in the District,
as well as introducing measures for the application of flexible permit conditions within
the Net Permits for Southampton Water, Christchurch Harbour and the River Hamble
(Annexes 2 - 4). The byelaw also outlines how these permit conditions, permit fees
and the limits on the number of permits issued will be reviewed.

3.3

The Net Fishing Byelaw has been developed in conjunction with advice provided by
the Authority’s legal advisors.

3.4

The byelaw will revoke and replace three Southern IFCA legacy byelaws: the ‘Fixed
Engines’ byelaw, the ‘Sea Fisheries Fixed Engine Prohibition’ byelaw and the
‘Regulation of the use of stake or stop nets in Langstone Harbour’ byelaw.

4.

Monitoring and Control

4.1

Areas which are to be managed under a Net Permit will be subject to a Monitoring
and Control Plan (Annex 5). The Monitoring and Control Plan ensure the Authority
manages these net fisheries according to the best available evidence. It will also
ensure that net fishing remains compatible with the conservation objectives of SACs
(notably Atlantic salmon) and SSSIs (notably Atlantic salmon and /or sea trout as a
component of a SSSI).

4.2

The Monitoring and Control Plan implements a monitoring programme which, following
a range of five techniques, captures evidence of levels of salmonid interaction with the
net fisheries. Threshold Trigger Levels have been determined that will activate a
control mechanism process that incorporates a systematic review by a Southern IFCA
Permit Byelaw Sub-Committee.

4.3

The Monitoring and Control Plan considers information sources which will be used in
order to support understandings of salmonid health overtime, based on the best
available evidence provided by partner organisations, including the Environment
Agency and Natural England. It is the intention that this information will be reviewed
alongside the data from the monitoring programme and used to collectively inform an
annual review of the Net Permit Conditions.

5.

Best Available Evidence

5.1

The byelaw has been developed in line with best-available evidence and is tailored to
the specific needs of individual sites. The best available evidence is provided in eight
Site Specific Evidence Packages (Annex 6). These packages, in conjunction with
the Net Fishing Byelaw Literature Review (Annex 7) provide the Authority with the
best available evidence to directly inform the management intentions for each site.

6.

Supporting Documentation

6.1

A Process, Tools, and Intentions Policy (Annex 8) has been prepared in order to
provide context and transparency of process which has informed management
intervention, as well as providing clarity of intention regarding the ongoing
management of the District’s net fisheries.

6.2

An Impact Assessment (Annex 9) has been prepared in order to consider the
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anticipated costs and benefits of the proposed byelaw.
6.3

A Net Fishing Conservation Package (Annex 10) has been prepared, in order for
Natural England to consider the byelaw in the context of the Policy Objective ‘to further
the conservation objectives of Designated Sites’. This package consists of relevant
Habitats Regulation Assessments, SSSI Assessments and Functionally Linked Area
Assessments and concludes that the proposed measures to be introduced under the
byelaw and associated Permit Conditions will not have an adverse effect, alone, or in
combination on salmonids. Annex 11 provides Natural England’s formal response
to the Conservation Package.

7.

Consultation with Stakeholders

7.1

During the development of the byelaw Southern IFCA has consulted with stakeholders
through two separate periods of pre-consultation. The first round of informal
consultation took place over an eight-week period between 15th October and 7th
December 2018; during this period the Authority sought evidence and feedback on
draft management proposals. Based on the evidence received, revisions were made
to management recommendations and a draft Net Fishing Byelaw was developed. A
second round of informal consultation then took place during January and February
2020.

8.

Potential Impacts

8.1

Through the introduction of the byelaw, the fishing industry is likely to incur costs as a
result of reduced access or loss of access to fishing grounds. It is estimated that up to
65 vessels may be affected by the measures introduced. The maximum annual cost to
the fishing industry through loss of access or reduced access to fishing areas is
estimated to be between £317,758 and £351,000.

8.2

It is estimated that the combined annual cost to the fishing industry through purchasing
Permits will be £2,890.00.

8.3

It is anticipated that the proposed measures will benefit marine fish populations,
including migratory species, together with the health of the marine environment. A
reduction in fish mortality will benefit adjacent fisheries, both commercial and
recreational, through two mechanisms: net emigration of adults and juveniles, across
borders, termed ‘spill over’, and the export of pelagic eggs and larvae. Anticipated
benefits to commercial and recreational fisheries include an increase in fishing
opportunities and catches as a result of larger, more healthy and sustainable fish
populations and larger fish within these populations. This has the potential to increase
the value of catches, leading to an increased first-sale value in commercial fisheries
and a greater level of participation in recreational sea fisheries. Within carefully
managed, sustainable fisheries additional fishing opportunities may potentially offer
employment opportunities, thus supporting the local economy.

8.4

It is anticipated that this byelaw will manage the fishery-ecosystem interaction,
supporting biodiversity within the District.

9.

Next Steps

9.1

If the Authority resolves to make the byelaw on 9th December 2021, it will be advertised
for two consecutive weeks on the Authority’s website, in the Fishing News and other
newspapers throughout the District. From the date of the final advert, a period of 28
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days will then be allowed for any objections. The Authority will respond and, where
appropriate, liaise with any objectors with a view to resolving the objection prior to
submitting the final byelaw to the MMO for confirmation by the Secretary of State. The
MMO will make final quality assurance checks and assess the evidence prior to
recommending the byelaw for confirmation by the Secretary of State. The byelaw will
only come into force following confirmation by the Secretary of State.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT (ACCESS TO INFORMATION) ACT 1985
List of Background Papers
IFCA Byelaw Guidance - www.association-ifca.org.uk/Upload/About/ifca-byelaw-guidance.pdf
Southern IFCA ‘Fixed Engines’ byelaw - Fixed-Engines.pdf (toolkitfiles.co.uk)
Southern IFCA ‘Sea Fisheries Fixed Engine Prohibition’ byelaw - Sea-Fisheries-Fixed-EngineFINAL.pdf (toolkitfiles.co.uk)
Southern IFCA ‘Regulation of the use of stake or stop nets in Langstone Harbour’ byelaw Use-of-Stake-or-Stop-Nets-in-Langstone.pdf (toolkitfiles.co.uk)
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ITEM G

COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT
QUARTERLY REPORT
Report by Acting Deputy Chief Officer Dell
A.

Purpose of the Report

To report to Members on the compliance and enforcement activities for the quarter August 2021
to October 2021.
B.

Recommendation

That Members note the report.
1.

Compliance and Enforcement Summary

1.1

This report contains information relating to our enforcement activity for this reporting
period in statistical format for inspections, patrols and offences detected and a quarterly
summary of key enforcement operations and activities.

Sam Dell
Deputy Chief Officer
LOCAL GOVERNMENT (ACCESS TO INFORMATION) ACT 1985
List of Background Papers
Compliance and Enforcement Report

Compliance and Enforcement Quarterly
Report
August 21 to October 21

Prepared by DCO Sam Dell
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Summary of key Enforcement Operations and Activities

1.

Purpose

The purpose of this document is to provide the Committee with an overview of the Southern
IFCA risk-based based approach to compliance and enforcement, the report also highlights
activities and statistical information for the previous quarter August 2021 to October 2021.
2.

Background

2.1

Risk Based Enforcement

Southern IFCA is committed to achieving fair, effective and proportionate enforcement. The
Compliance and Enforcement Framework sets out the Authority's approach and details the
general principles the Authority will follow and the enforcement actions available. The
Risk Register forms part of that Framework, providing focus and priorities for Southern
IFCA’s compliance and enforcement activities. The Risk Register identifies priorities in
specific areas at different times of the year,.
2.2
Intelligence Led Approach
Intelligence Reports (IRs) are the Authority’s method of recording, storing, collating and the
dissemination of intelligence that complement our risk-based approach. Additional intelligence
together with access to the UK Fisheries Monitoring, Control and Surveillance System1
(MCSS) and Vessel Monitoring System (VMS) maximizes the efficient use and deployment of
resources on the ground. Southern IFCA uses the National Intelligence Model which
incorporates a tasking and coordination process.
2.3
Tactical Coordination Group
The TCG meeting is chaired by the DCO who makes decisions in relation to resourcing and
enforcement priorities for the upcoming period (2 weeks). The aim of this meeting is to make
decisions around resource allocation in order to make best use of resources and provide the
best possible protection for fisheries and the marine environment within the Southern IFCA
District, the TCG also decides what operational tactics will be deployed.
Fisheries Protection Patrols
Southern IFCA officers conduct both land and sea-based patrols across the district. Southern
IFCA operates three patrol vessels, patrols on board these vessels may take place at any time
of day or night, and are used to observe fishing activity, engage with industry, carry out
boarding inspections and to target reported illegal activity. On shore, Officers conduct land
patrols to engage with industry, carry out inspections, observe activity at sea and in ports,
visiting a number of locations across the district including commercial premises, recreational
angling hotspots, piers, ports, beaches and quaysides. Recently (2021) the Authority has
procured two drones to support operational activity. This enhanced capability is used to record
evidence of possible offences using the onboard camera from perspectives not previously
possible will improve the prevention (deterrent) and detection of offending.
2.4

Compliance & Enforcement : Southern IFCA (southern-ifca.gov.uk)
1

The UK reporting database of sightings, boarding, positions of vessels, prosecutions and other actions against infringements of UK and EU
Fisheries. This system is managed by CEFAS on behalf of the MMO (also see RNSS). This also contains access to VMS data.
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3.

Enforcement Activity

3.1
Intelligence Reports
The following table demonstrates the information reports submitted for this reporting quarter.
Intelligence Reports

August
45

IFCOs’

September
37

October
14

Total
96

3.2
Enforcement Activity Table
The following table demonstrates the enforcement activity and offences detected for this
reporting quarter. Fluctuations that occur in statistical figures can be as a result of a number
contributing factors i.e. number of land based as opposed to sea-based patrols in any given
month, staff resources, weather and other duties and the objectives of the patrol.
Covid-19 restrictions have affected some of our operational duties. Boardings and inspections
have continued in line with Standard Operation Procedures (SOP) and associated Risk
Assessments. This are continuously under review.
Category
Inspections at sea

Inspections ashore or
in a port

Offences Detected
Verbal warnings
Written warnings
Advisory letter
FAP
Offence Reports

Metric
Vessel patrols
Boardings/inspections
Metric
Shore patrols
Port visits
Premises inspections
Landing inspections
Vehicle inspections
Gear Inspections
Person Inspection
Per report

August
2
1
August
14
20
6
25
1
0
16
August
1
4
0
1
0

September
3
0
September
12
9
3
28
1
1
1
September
1
2
0
0
2

October
4
13
October
11
10
1
3
0
0
0
October
0
0
0
0
1

Total
8
13
Total
37
39
10
56
2
1
17
Total
2
6
0
1
3

3.3
Offence reports
The following table demonstrates the offence reports & actions submitted by officers for this
reporting quarter.
Date of
Offence
03.08.21

Offence

Action

11.08.21

Retention of undersized Scallops & undersized
bass
Retention of undersized manila and razor clams

20.08.21

Storage of undersized manila clams

19.08.21

Retention of undersized spider crabs

23.08.21

Retention of undersized cockles and manila
clams

Official Warning Letters issued to 1
fisher & 1 fish merchant on 05.08.21
1 x Official Warning Letter issued on
25.08.21
FAP issued to fish merchant on
25.10.21
1 x Official Warning Letter issued on
28.09.21
1 x Official Warning Letter issued on
02.09.21
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08.09.21

Retention of undersized manila clams

25.09.21

Retention & storage of undersized manila clams

26.10.21

Breach of Bottom Towed Fishing Gear Byelaw

1 x Official Warning Letter issued on
29.09.21
1 x fisher & fish merchant Cautioned &
interviewed on 25.09.21. Enquiries are
ongoing
Evidence of fishing within prohibited
area 40 obtained on 26.10.21.
Enquiries are ongoing

3.4
Offence Outcomes
The following table demonstrates offence outcomes for this reporting quarter.
Date of
offence
12.12.19

4.

Offence

Action taken and date

Obstruction x 2 & retention of undersized
manila clams

The last of 3 defendants pleaded guilty
at Poole Magistrates Court on
18.10.21. He was fined £400 & ordered
to pay £400 costs and a victim
surcharge of £40.

Summary of key enforcement operations and activities
4.1

23rd August

Crackdown on illegal fishing activity in
Poole Harbour with assistance from the drone.
Members of the public from across the UK, including
London and Birmingham, were spoken to following
concerns over the illegal hand-gathering of shellfish on
Monday, August 23. Some people were gathering for
recreation or personal consumption while some were
suspected to be gathering the clams and cockles for
commercial reasons. In total, six warnings were issued,
and one person was reported for fisheries offences
during the operation. Large quantities of shellfish were seized and returned to the fishery. On this
occasion no modern-day slavery offences or human trafficking offences were detected under
Operation Aidant. Southern IFCA officers led the Operation with partners from BCP Council, Dorset
Marine Policing Team and the Gangmasters and Labour Abuse Authority, with the help of the
Southern IFCA drone, officers were able to find and issue warnings to members of the public. More
than 30 people were spoken with during the joint-authority effort.
Deputy Chief Officer Sam Dell provided comments
to the local press following the Operation stating that
“Southern IFCA are also working closely with partner
agencies from the GLAA, Dorset Police and the
Local Authority to ensure compliance that other
offences are not being committed, although this was
not Operation Aidant it is a follow on looking into
similar offending in that area. Operation Aidant
targets modern slavery and human trafficking in
shellfish industry” he continued to go onto say that
“It’s also important to add that officers engaged with
several recreational gatherers including family groups that were complying with the rules and
regulations”
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4.2 25th August
Handgathering Response continues in Hampshire
Officers were on patrol at Hill Head with the drone, Officers utilised the thermal imaging equipment on
the drone to locate the hand gatherers in the dark covering a large area before then proceeding to
intercept the individual and carry out engagement and inspections, 10 persons were spoken to and
shellfish gauges provided to the gatherers to ensure they are sticking to the minimum size
requirements. No offences were recorded.

4.3 27th August
The Fisheries Protection Team continues
to support Operation Seabird
Officers have continued to support Operation
Seabird, Operation Seabird is the brainchild of
Geoff Edmond, the National Wildlife Coordinator
for the RSPCA. It is in response to a rise in marine
life disturbances being reported and the predicted
rise in numbers of visitors to our coastlines due to
the stay local and staycation messages for
Summer 2021, this has led to the creation of the
Operation Seabird (#opseabird) campaign which
has been designed to educate and inform visitors to our coastlines. Southern IFCA unlike the MMO,
Police and other partners, do not have a remit for marine wildlife disturbances however we have
continued to support this Operation, It also gives Southern IFCA the opportunity to engage with local
water users regarding its own remit and the byelaws in which we enforce. On the 27th August we were
alerted to Dolphin disturbance in the entrance of Poole Harbour officers liaised with the MMO and
shared the poster with members of the public and other local partners utilising the Southern IFCA
social media platforms which have significant reach locally.
4.4 27th August

The Chairman comes to visit Poole Harbour
On the 27th August the Southern IFCA Chairman Cllr Mark
Roberts took time to visit Poole Harbour where he engaged with
Local Aquaculture Businesses and other local fisherman. Cllr
Roberts updated the Authority members on his trip at the
September Authority meeting, he said he was impressed with his
visit to the Othniel Oysters in Poole Harbour and how the shellfish
is processed and thanks the Southern IFCA staff and Authority
Member Garry Wordsworth for the opportunity to see the clam
fishers in action.
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4.5 20th September
Increased Patrol Work & Partnership Working across the
District
Officers increased their patrol efforts across the district in the last
week of September which included carrying out 7 Port Visits, 6
Landing Inspections, 2 Premises Inspections, 1 Vehicle Inspection
and 1 Gear Inspection this resulted in 2 Offences being recorded
which are still under investigation, officers also conducted 2 Drone
Deployments and worked with Dorset Police and the Environment
Agency both ashore and afloat.

4.6 12th October
At Sea Patrols re-commence with the MMO
Since March 2020 officers from the MMO and Southern IFCA
have been working under strict Covid-19 protocols which
resulted in officers not being able to work at sea together on
the Southern IFCA patrol vessels, a regular occurrence preCovid, with a relaxation of government measures and with
clear protocols, procedures and risk assessments in place on
the 12th October officers from both organisation conducted a
joint patrol on FPV Protector, this tasking was in response to
an increase in netting activity across Lyme Bay, the focus
being engagement with the fishing community and checking
compliance with regulations relating to the use of fixed nets, a
total of 5 boarding inspections were conducted and no
offences were detected.
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4.7 13th October
Implementation of the Emergency Byelaw Green Island Dredge Closure Area
On the 13th October 2021, the Authority made an emergency byelaw under s157 of the Marine and
Coastal Access Act 2009 to ensure that saltmarsh within the Green
Island Dredge Closure Area is not damaged, disturbed or allowed to
deteriorate as a direct result of dredge fishing incursions within an
area which has been managed under The Green Island Saltmarsh
Management Area Code of Conduct since 2019. The Authority
determined that there was an urgent need for this byelaw due to
significant breaches of the Green Island Saltmarsh Management
during the 2021 Poole Harbour Dredge Permit season.
Under the Green Island Dredge Closure Area Emergency Byelaw,
the following prohibition applies: “A person on board or by means of
a vessel must not use, retain on board, store or transport a dredge
within the Green Island Dredge Closure Area ”.
Once the Byelaw was made officers focussed on engaging with both
the local fishers and stakeholders, officers have conducted a number of drone deployments to monitor
compliance with the regulation no offences have been detected and no
further incursions have been reported since the Byelaw came into force
on the 13th.
4.8 26th October
Increase Patrol effort in Hampshire ahead of the Solent Dredge
Permit Fishery
Officers increased their patrols through October conducting 7 Port Visits
to engage with the industry ahead of the commencement of the Solent
Dredge Permit Byelaw fishery opening on the 1st November the Byelaw
has created a coherent management tool to manage for dredge fisheries
in the Solent, engagement and enforcement with the permit holders
continues.
4.9 27th October
Training- Officers take the plunge in Lyme
Regis
IFCOs participated in sea survival training in
Lyme Regis harbour, Southern IFCA used the
Fisherman’s College at Lyme Regis and
officers participate in the industry specific
Seafish sea survival training, this is
advantageous as it gives the officers an
improved understanding of latest issues with
fishing vessels and the risks involved, officers
as part of their role conduct boarding
operations on fishing vessels as well as
running the Authority patrol vessels, the
fishing industry is still classed as one of the most dangerous industries in the UK so it is imperative
that IFCOs participate in this training, under our health and safety arrangements officers will carry out
a full refresher every 5 years, with regular drills conducted in between.
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BEHIND THE SCENES
WITH THE FISHERIES MANAGEMENT AND POLICY TEAM
Report presented by Deputy CO Bateman

A.

Purpose of the Report
To provide Members with an update on some of the additional work that the
Fisheries Management and Policy Team is delivering behind the scenes.

B.

Recommendation
That Members receive the report.

1.

Background

1.1

This report from the Fisheries Management and Policy (FMP) Officers captures
some of the work that they are delivering behind the scenes. This may include
standalone projects or supplementary work which complements and supports
the workstreams presented at meetings of the Authority, or sub-committees.

1.2

This report includes information from IFCO Cooper on the work that he has been doing
to input Southern IFCA management measures to the Kingfisher Industry Regulation
Mapping Tool, a report from IFCO Smith on the Whelk Working Group which she now
Chairs, and a report from IFCO Birchenough on the Authority’s sampling programme
for bivalves in the Solent.

1

ITEM H
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with IFCO Cooper

During November I have been working on the Kingfisher fishing regulation tool in
conjunction Seafish. As part of this I have been working to incorporate GIS (Geographic
Information System) layers of Southern IFCA byelaws into a Seafish dataset. The dataset
is used to both provide an online interactive map which visually displays the extents of
various byelaws as well as providing a download portal for layers which will enable fishers
to feed information into certain plotters (as well as provide a link for other individuals to
download management measures in various GIS formats).
The website went live in November and shapefiles are currently available to download. The
relevant regulations have been split into various gear types and by checking a gear type
you are provided a map with the various regulations highlighted. The map includes a
summary and links to the relevant regulation. In the future, the map will be updated as new
measures are introduced. Currently it covers those regulations that are gear specific and
does not include private or several fisheries, species specific regulation or voluntary
measures.

We hope this will form part of a suite of engagement and information tools for fishers as
well as the IFCA website, byelaws books and on the coast engagement. In providing the
information in an additional format it gives another avenue for dissemination of information.
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with IFCO Birchenough

In October we were able to resume The Solent
Bivalve Survey for the first time since the start of
the pandemic. The survey involves sampling
three management areas within The Solent:
Southampton Water, Portsmouth Harbour and
Langstone Harbour for bivalve species using
local fishing vessels.
The methodology, with slight adaptations to
ensure operations were Covid-19 safe, involves
completing 3 dredges at a number of pre-defined
sites within each area. A length measurement is
taken for all bivalves retained in the dredge and
then, for the two main commercial species Manila
clam and Common cockle, individuals are
separated into above or below the minimum
conservation size for each species and weighed.
The weight measurements allow us to
calculate a catch per unit effort (CPUE) value
for each site which we can then use to
compare results between sites within each
management area and make comparisons to
data from previous surveys. We have been
surveying since 2018 in all management
areas and carry out this survey in October,
prior to the start of the fishing season and in
the spring, after the closure of the fishing
season. The data will allow us to analyse the
impact of the Solent Dredge Permit fishery
and how stocks are recovering during the
closed season. The results of the survey
were presented to the new Solent Dredge
Community Forum meeting on the 3rd
November and will be reported in full to the
TAC in May 2022.
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with IFCO Smith

For the past two and a half years I have as been representing the Southern IFCA on the
Whelk Working Group. The group was formed by IFCAs to also include attendance from
devolved management bodies, universities, conservation organisations and more. The aim
of the group is to provide a platform for the attendees to share information, best practise,
lessons learnt and any other relevant information regarding the management and
conservation of whelks. This is done through quarterly meetings and a shared google drive
accessible to the members.
Over this time the group has been an excellent way of gathering information and learning
from one another regarding the issues surrounding whelks. For example, the group collated
the catch return forms used by different authorities, has shared a list of all known reports
regarding whelks, regularly hears of new published literature or planned studies through
the universities, discusses changes to management measures within the wide area
represented in the group and is a great place to ask questions regarding others’ experience
of whelk management or carrying out whelk research. The group has had a number of
guest speakers including the Marine Stewardship Council and more recently DEFRA
regarding Fisheries Management Plans.
From September 2020 I took on the
Vice Chair role in the group and
have since played a key role in
hosting the meetings. As of October
2021, I have now taken on the role
of Chair and look forward to
continuing and developing the
group as we move through this
important
time
for
fisheries
management.
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Report by IFCO Cooper
A.

ITEM J

Purpose of the Report
To provide a quarterly update on Southern IFCA’s input into the marine licencing
process between September and November 2021.

B.

Recommendation
That members receive and note the report.

1

Background

1.1

Marine Licensing is one of the principal responsibilities of the Marine Management
Organisation (MMO) as described under Part 4 of the Marine and Coastal Access Act
2009 (MaCAA). This is a delegated power from the secretary of state under the Marine
Licensing (delegation of functions order) 2011 (amended). The purpose of marine
licensing is to facilitate the sustainable use of the UK marine environment so that
economically beneficial activities within the marine environment such as construction,
deposits (e.g. of sediment), removals (e.g. of marine aggregates), and dredging can
be permitted whilst minimising negative environmental effects and avoiding
interference with navigation.

1.2

Southern IFCA is a consultee on Marine Licence Applications (MLAs). When an
application is submitted to the Marine Management Organisation and is sent out for
consultation, the authority is notified and provided the opportunity to comment and
provide advice relevant to its remit on marine licence applications over a 6 week
consultation period.

2

South Marine Plan

2.1

The South Marine Plan introduces a strategic approach to planning within the inshore
and offshore waters between Folkestone in Kent and the River Dart in Devon. The aim
was to provide a clear, evidence-based approach, to inform marine users and
regulators on where activities might take place within the Marine Plan area, allowing
for national policies to be applied in a local context. The South Marine Plan came into
force in July 2018.

2.2

The plan supports the development of proposals by:
-

-

-

setting out requirements that apply irrespective of specific location, including how
an activity or development is undertaken
identifying factors within plan objectives which will improve chances of success
within the decision-making process, for example encouraging proposals to
sustain local jobs, draw on the local skills base and support diversification
providing context for when ‘imperative reasons of overriding public interest’ are
being considered such as the need for nationally significant infrastructure
increasing awareness of which other relevant legislation, policy, regulations,
existing measures and available guidance should or must be taken into
consideration
reiterating the importance of other relevant project-level regulation and
assessment within the decision-making process
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2.3

The plan sets out a number of policies aimed to address issues and encourage
sustainable development within the marine plan areas. The policies cover a wide range
of topics and include activities and uses, economic, social and environmental
consideration. 53 policies are found within the South Marine Plan, with 23 of these
specific to the area, whereas 30 fulfil nationally relevant policies and are found in other
marine plans (e.g. East Marine Plan).

2.4

In responding to MLAs the authority should provide advice relevant to its remit as a
fisheries regulator and with regard to the South Marine Plan. Annex 1 of this document
includes those policies of particular relevance to the work to the exploitation of fishing
activities.

3

Southern IFCA Marine Licence Procedure

3.1

On receiving a consultation the application is logged by officers and an initial scoping
exercise takes place to consider the application against relevant marine plan policies.
Officers consider whether any further evidence/information is available that could be
used to provide more information to the MMO on considering that application and
consider whether any relevant marine plan policies could be impacted by the project.
When considering applications officers may:
-

Review data held by Southern IFCA (e.g. activity, survey etc)

-

Contact potentially affected stakeholders to further the authorities understanding
of activities

3.2

Where appropriate to make comment a response letter is drafted highlighting those
aspects of the South Marine Plan where there is the potential for conflict, as well as
any other concerns or advice. This letter undergoes QA by senior managers before
being submitted to the MMO. If any follow up is required, these responses are also
subject to QA.

3.3.

A summary of MLA consultation requests and those highlighted concerns can be found
in Table 1. This include details of the application and any relevant concerns for this
reporting quarter (September – November 2021).
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Table 1 – Summary of MLA consultation requests submitted to Southern IFCA
Project Name

Date
Received

Application
Number

Application
Type

Applicant

Summary

Response

Portsmouth
International Port
Maintenance
Dredging and
Berth 2 Works

28/09/2021

MLA/2021/00221

Marine
Licence

Portsmouth
International
Port

Portsmouth International Port is owned
and operated by Portsmouth City
Council. The port is the second busiest
ferry port in the UK.
Cross-channel ferries operate from
Portsmouth to France, Spain and the
Channel Islands.

Response letter sent,
highlighting concerns
received from stakeholders
regarding the use of these
disposal sites and the
impact it was potentially
having in relation to marine
plan policies S-FISH-2, SFISH4 and MPA-1.

Floating Dock
Jetty Dredging

10/09/2021

MLA/2021/00255

Marine
Licence

Portsmouth
International
Port

The proposed works include regular
maintenance dredging as well as
disposal at the Nab Tower site.
Dredging in Portsmouth Harbour to
facilitate berthing of vessels alongside
both Flathouse Quay and Fountain
Lake Jetty.
The volume of material to be removed
is 17,000m3 and it is anticipated that
the dredging will be undertaken in a
single campaign.
Following this dredge, the future
maintenance (removal of recently
deposited silt) will be covered by the
current MLA/2021/00221 application.
The material is silt and sea disposal is
proposed at the Nab Tower disposal
site (WI060) with up to 10% in total at
the Hurst Fort disposal site (WI080)
during adverse weather conditions.

Response letter sent,
highlighting concerns
received from stakeholders
regarding the use of these
disposal sites and the
impact it was potentially
having in relation to marine
plan policies S-FISH-2, SFISH4 and MPA-1.
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Subhub Tidal
Trials

03/09/2021

MLA/2020/00529

Marine
Licence

Wight Hoist

08/10/2021

MLA/2021/00037

Marine
Licence
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QED Naval
Ltd

Part of the INTEREG Tiger project,
aimed at validating the performance of
their Subhub Community
Demonstrator, a 4m tocardo T1 tidal
turbine, and costs of deployment,
operations and maintenance. he site is
located between Sconce Point and
Black Rock and will be used as a
development site. It is not intended to
connect this deployment to the grid.

Wight
Shipyard
Company

1. Removal of existing hoist dock
finger piers.
2. Installation of new hoist dock finger
piers.
3. Landward alterations/
strengthening of existing sheet
piled marina walls.
4. Moving of existing linkspan landing
pontoon to the north and extension
of Pontoon.

Response letter sent,
highlighting concerns with
the navigational risk
assessments reliance on
AIS data, likely not
including fishing vessels
<12m and that potential
that interaction with local
fishing (both recreational
and commercial) may have
been missed (S-FISH-2).
None – Screened out.
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Annex I – South Coast Marine Plan – Policies of particular relevance to the IFCA
Policy

Detail

S-CO-1

Proposals will minimise their use of space and consider opportunities for coexistence with other activities.
Proposals that support the diversification of a sustainable fishing industry and or
enhance fishing industry resilience to the effects of climate change should be
supported.
Proposals that may have significant adverse impacts on access to, or within,
sustainable fishing or aquaculture sites must demonstrate that they will, in order of
preference: a) avoid, b) minimise, c) mitigate significant adverse impacts, d) if it is
not possible to mitigate the significant adverse impacts, proposals should state the
case for proceeding.
Proposals that enhance access to, or within sustainable fishing or aquaculture sites
should be supported.
Proposals that enhance essential fish habitat, including spawning, nursery and
feeding grounds, and migratory routes should be supported. Proposals must
demonstrate that they will, in order of preference: a) avoid, b) minimise, c) mitigate
significant adverse impact on essential fish habitat, including, spawning, nursery,
feeding grounds and migration routes.
Proposals that support the objectives of marine protected areas and the ecological
coherence of the marine protected area network will be supported. Proposals that
may have adverse impacts on the objectives of marine protected areas and the
ecological coherence of the marine protected area network must demonstrate that
they will, in order of preference: a) avoid, b) minimise, c) mitigate adverse impacts,
with due regard given to statutory advice on an ecologically coherent network
Proposals that enhance a marine protected area’s ability to adapt to climate change
and so enhance the resilience of the marine protected area network will be
supported. Proposals that may have adverse impacts on an individual marine
protected area’s ability to adapt to the effects of climate change and so reduce the
resilience of the marine protected area network, must demonstrate that they will, in
order of preference: a) avoid, b) minimise, c) mitigate adverse impacts.
Where statutory advice states that a marine protected area site condition is
deteriorating, or that features are moving or changing due to climate change, a
suitable boundary change to ensure continued protection of the site and coherence
of the overall network should be considered.
Until the ecological coherence of the marine protected area network is confirmed,
proposals should demonstrate that they will, in order of preference: a) avoid, b)
minimise, c) mitigate adverse impacts on features14 that may be required to
complete the network, d) if it is not possible to mitigate adverse impacts, proposals
should state the case for proceeding.
Proposals for sustainable aquaculture in identified areas of potential sustainable
aquaculture production will be supported.
Proposals in existing or within potential sustainable aquaculture production areas
must demonstrate consideration of and compatibility with sustainable aquaculture
production. Where compatibility is not possible, proposals must demonstrate that
they will, in order of preference: a) avoid, b) minimise c) mitigate significant adverse
impacts on sustainable aquaculture, d) if it is not possible to mitigate significant
adverse impacts, proposals should state the case for proceeding.

SFISH-1
SFISH-2

SFISH-3
SFISH-4

S-MPA1

S-MPA2

S-MPA3

S-MPA4

S-AQ-1

S-AQ-2

Proposals that enable the provision of infrastructure for sustainable fisheries and
aquaculture and related industries will be supported.
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ITEM K

SOUTH COAST FISHERMEN’S COUNCIL

Report by the Chief Executive Officer
A.

Purpose of the Report
To inform Members of the activity undertaken by the South Coast Fishermen’s
Council.

B.

Recommendation
That the Minutes of the South Coast Fishermen’s Council be received.

1.

Background

1.1 The Minutes of the (local) South Coast Fishermen’s Council are presented to
the Joint Committee for Members consideration and to appraise them of its business.
1.2 The Authority has given a grant of £300 to the Fishermen’s Council in this financial
year.
Ian Jones
Chief Executive Officer
November 2021

LOCAL GOVERNMENT (ACCESS TO INFORMATION) ACT 1985
List of Background Papers
There are no background papers to this report.

SOUTH COAST FISHERMEN’S COUNCIL
MINUTES OF THE 335th MEETING. HELD VIA ZOOM AT 7.00PM ON
WEDNESDAY 15th September 2021
PRESENT:

R. Stride
T. Russell
A. Banfield
S. Postles
J. Miller
M. Golding
IN ATTENDANCE
I. Jones
R. Irish
G. Chittenden
S. Dean

-

Mudeford & District FMA
Poole & District FMA
Bridport FMA
Lyme Regis FMA
Swanage FMA
Poole & District FMA

-

CEO Southern IFCA
Principal Marine Officer MMO Officer
MMO Officer
Secretary/Treasurer

APOLOGIES P. Dadds, B. Pool, R. Charles, L. Miller, M. Sutcliffe, S. Paling(MCA)
I The Minutes of the August 2021 Zoom Meeting were taken as read and members agreed
they should be signed as a correct record subject to noting in IV Quotas crushers are used on
all crabs not just spider crabs. The Chairman stated that Sam Paling from the MCA wished to
join one of the Council meetings to find out how best to engage with fishermen.
II SHELLFISH INDUSTRY ADVISORY GROUP B. Pool had sent an email with her
apologies as she had another meeting and reported that the SIAG was still in the talking
planning stages.
III FUTURE OF INSHORE FISHERIES PROJECT A. Banfield had not heard any more.
IV QUOTAS R. Irish confirmed the next SW RFMG(7e) would take place on 7th October
4pm to 6pm. The date of the SE RFMG(7d) to be notified. Discussion took place when it
was felt it had been a quiet time for fishing but netting effort had increased recently.
V MMO/ DEFRA MATTERS R. Irish reported that there had been social media coverage of
labelling and traceability for buyers and sellers. With regard to FaSS Martin Sutcliffe had
sent an email offering to help with any applications for funding. S. Postles stated that the
FaSS funding application process is easier and quicker to get than previous funds.
G. Chittenden reported that the BCP report on the beach replenishment had been received and
is with Marine Licensing for review before being released.
He also reported that IVMS will be introduced by licence conditions initially (possibly by the
end of the year) but details will be given of the various models and suppliers are available in
mid-October. It will be up to the boat owner/skipper to decide which one is most suitable for
their boat. Costs will vary but it was confirmed that the FaSS grant scheme will help with a
percentage grant but it is not known how much. It was also confirmed that the boat
owner/skipper will have to pay the ongoing costs call time and serving or repairs. Different
models and makers will offer different levels of support from either online or call outs.
R. Stride stated this is exactly what the fishermen don’t want to have to incur any ongoing
permanent overhead costs. Whilst most are happy to carry the IVMS they are very unhappy
to have extra running costs.

A. Banfield explained the problems he was having using the on-line catch recording where he
cannot record a zero catch in the appropriate box. This was discussed and R. Irish agreed to
look into it. A Banfield thought the data collection must be incorrect because zero catches
and discards are not being recorded correctly.
M. Golding also mentioned his problems with telephone recorded catch reported which seem
to be resolved.
Nothing to report of the South Dorset MCZ.
The Studland Bay MCZ is to trial a voluntary no anchoring zone with a larger zone from 1st
June 2022. M. Golding asked if this included the anchoring of nets but it was understood that
it just covered anchoring of boats. I. Jones confirmed that the SIFCA are looking at Netting
in MPAs and MCZs as part of the ongoing assessments.
It was noted the IFCAs cover fishing in MCZs and SACs whilst the MMO cover recreational
activity such as jet skis etc..
7e Sole Issues - Discussion took place on the meeting held to come to an agreement on the
quantity of gear and markings used. A. Banfield was very disappointed in the progress and
how it was being managed. R. Irish agreed to speak to A. Banfield separately later this week.
VI SOUTHERN IFCA MATTERS. -CHIEF OFFICER’S REPORT

HPMAs
Update: The socio and economic criteria is anticipated to be published shortly. The
intention is to use the socio-economic criteria to refine the list which emerges from
the application of the ecological criteria.
The results of this work will be used to recommend a shortlist of proposed HPMAs
to the Defra Secretary of State by the end of 2021. Defra will publish detail on how
the proposed HPMAs meet the criteria and why they have been shortlisted,
drawing on best available evidence. R. Stride asked I. Jones if any areas have been
nominated locally – he did not know yet.
Consultation on proposed HPMAs will open in Spring 2022. Additional evidence
gathering will also occur throughout 2022 to ensure that we use the best available
evidence. This will include site-specific engagement with local stakeholders to
collect further evidence on the social and economic criteria.
As with management of activities in MPAs, IFCAs will be responsible for developing
management measures for fishing activities in HPMAs in the 0-6 nautical mile zone
Regional Fisheries Groups
Update from last meeting, some progress in relation to developing a CoC for netting
in the Lyme Bay for 7e sole that will include mesh size, net length and qty and an
assessment of effort for future management. Measures may include:
>5” mesh size - agreed by all
1000yds maximum fleet length – agreed by all
Clear marking of gear with PLN – agreed by all
Use of flags to mark gear – agreed by all except one fisher

Maximum length of net per boat or man – not agreed deliberation is between
< or > 6000yds per boat or 3000yds per man
Collation of effort data
Working with MMO, Cefas and industry. Next meeting 21/9
IFCA Membership
Interviews are commencing Friday from a very good response for the vacancy of a
member on the Authority with a scientific background. Vacancy has existed since
Dec 20.
Netting Review
Since Feb TAC the officers have been working hard to provide clarity and a model
by which all sites have been assessed under various designations. Site specific
assessment packages were provided at the recent TAC where the management
intentions were agreed. Next steps, preparation for next TAC in November and
intentions to make byelaw.
Potting review
First draft of management proposals had been developed using the potting
consultation results, engaging other fishery regulators at the working group.
Further development of these measures will be progressed at a future working
group meeting in September. Next steps, intention that a draft byelaw and
accompanying Impact Assessment will be presented to Members at the meeting of
the TAC in November.
Marine Licensing
Agreed that IFCA will make enquiries to include the SCFC on the consultee list and
receive relevant application for comment. IFCO Cooper contacted Richard Stride
and provided details to the MMO, MMO to contact RS accordingly. PC to follow up
with MMO. A regular marine licensing update is included at all Authority meetings.
Green Island CoC
Recent reports of several boats in and around Green Island clam dredging in
breach of the CoC. Collating evidence towards introducing permit conditions for
next season, don’t want it to affect the Msc certification for the
fishery. Information is circulated throughout industry and additional patrols
deployed.
Poole Harbour Shellfish Declassification
Recent meeting with stakeholders and Wessex Water and EA including industry
representation from Tom Russell, Gary Wordsworth, Mike Bailey. WW described
their action plan over the next few years and EA explained their
responsibilities. IFCA is able to provide socio economics data for such events to
show impact to industry. Further meetings to be held.
Training
Thanks to Steve Postles for providing 1 aid training to several IFCOs at a new
venue that is useful for future events.
Jamie Small
st

Jamie is leaving the Authority on 24/9/21 and is taking up a national MPA officer
with JNCC. Jamie has been with the IFCA for 3 years including an MPA project with
the AIFCA and more recently conducting the IFCA MCRS review. Jamie will be as
loss to the IFCA and CO wanted her recognise her work to the Council.
M. Golding reported a Beamer was working in Poole Bay I. Jones to investigate.
VII OTHER BUSINESS
a) TRAINING S. Postles reported that there had been a Seafish Audit of his premises
and school and a further one taking place on Friday. Various courses had been held at
half capacity. A course for the SIFCA used a Scout Hut which he hoped to use again.
He was setting up a 15 day funded course starting 25th October and invited
applications. There was also to be a MCA certification Cold Water Shock Event at
Poole RNLI. Young fit fishermen were required and would be paid £200 a day with
travel expenses and accommodation if travelling a distance. 15 spaces available.
Applications direct to steve.jurassic@yahoo.co.uk
It was noted that Red Ensign Training on the Isle of Wight has closed down.
b) Future of the Fishermen’s Council – The Chairman asked the Secretary when she
wished to leave and she replied as soon as possible and certainly by the next AGM.
The Chairman asked members to think about a suitable replacement with fishing
industry knowledge.
c) R. Stride asked if anyone had completed the survey on biodegradable fishing gear.
T. Russell and R.Stride had but had found the questions impossible to answer and R.
Stride had asked for clarification which was not forthcoming. Link to be forwarded.
d) Greenpeace/NUTFA statement. The Chairman had sent fishing representatives on the
Council copies of a statement released and asked if they would support this.
R. Stride was concerned that it might set a precedent. T. Russell and A. Banfield were
concerned that Greenpeace might use this as a way of targeting all fishermen through
the back door. M. Golding said no-one is looking after the fishing industry which is a
dying trade. R. Stride was against an overall ban on trawling in all MPAs as each one
has different conservation features and objectives which are carefully assessed and
reviewed against the correct management tools. All members agreed trawlers over
55m and fly shooters should be banned in the Channel but R. Irish pointed out this is
highly contentious as EU Brexit negotiations are still ongoing. It was resolved that the
full statement be circulated and the matter discussed next meeting.
e) M. Golding asked if anyone knew why anchored sediment traps are being deployed at
Southbourne, The Ledge and on the Surf Reef and not at Bournemouth or Durley.
G. Chittenden agreed to look into this.
VIII ARRANGEMENTS FOR TEAMS meetings in 2021 ALL AT 7pm.
17th November, 8th December. The Chairman thanked I. Irish for hosting meeting.
Chairman

SOUTH COAST FISHERMEN’S COUNCIL
MINUTES OF THE 336th MEETING HELD VIA ZOOM AT 7.00PM ON
WEDNESDAY 17th November 2021
PRESENT:

R. Stride
T. Russell
S. Postles
J. Miller
M. Golding

IN ATTENDANCE
I. Jones
R. Irish
S. Dean

-

Mudeford & District FMA
Poole & District FMA
Lyme Regis FMA
Swanage FMA
Poole & District FMA

-

CEO Southern IFCA
Principal Marine Officer MMO Officer
Secretary/Treasurer

APOLOGIES P. Dadds, B. Pool, R. Charles, L. Miller, M. Sutcliffe, G. Chittenden, T.Legg,
A. Banfield
I The Minutes of the September 2021 TEAMS Meeting were taken as read and members
agreed they should be signed as a correct record subject to minor changes to the formatting.
Ian Jones presented his report and left the meeting before the end. T. Russell joined after Ian
Jones’ report.
II SHELLFISH INDUSTRY ADVISORY GROUP R. Stride has been invited to the Crab
Management Group.
III FUTURE OF INSHORE FISHERIES PROJECT A. Banfield had nothing to report.
IV QUOTAS R. Irish confirmed the next SW RFMG(7e) would take place on 21st December
4pm to 6pm and there are two new MMO employees working on the RFM Groups. Minutes
of these meeting are forwarded separately. R. Stride once again voiced disappointment at the
number of fishermen taking part as there is no shortage of invites if fishermen wish to attend.
R. Stride was pleased that extra quota was allocated to capped licence boats but the uptake
was low as it was considered rather late in the year to get nets and gear organised for such a
short time. Hopefully the review in the new year will be more helpful.
Discussion took place on the restrictions on Bass and it is hoped that netters will be allowed
to keep accidental catches. R. Stride had looked at the 55,000 line spread sheet sent by E.
Baker showing months, ports/and/or area, size of vessel and species caught. By applying
filters he was able to access useful information.
Methods to deter seals from fishing gear had been discussed – pingers.
V MMO/ DEFRA MATTERS R. Irish reported that Bass will be discussed as usual at the
December EU meeting with UK on the outside. Members hoped for beneficial changes with
the reports of increased stocks on the ground but R. Irish said this does not necessarily agree
with what the scientists see in breeding patterns.
Lobbying against Fly Shoot seining continues with a ministerial submission this month.
R. Irish read a e.mail from G. Chittenden regarding BCP lifting and replacing sediment
monitoring traps in the Poole Bay Area. Mark Golding strongly disagreed with the content of
the email and again offered to take MMO staff out to sea to show them the extent of the
silting in his gear.

IVMS separate e.mail sent showing key dates timetable for installation. Steve Postles stated
that fishermen are very angry at having to install IVMS and the timescale proposed. They
also object to funding the call costs which should be shared by the MMO and IFCAs who
want the information. Others thought AIS should be used but R. Irish pointed out this system
is in the public domain whereas IVMS is private to the stakeholder and appropriate
authorities. The advantage to fishermen is that it enables them to fish right up to designated
areas.
CATCH RECORDING R. Irish stated this is moving from the Educational stage to the
Support and Assurance stage on 10th January so there is no grace or leeway on submitting
catch records every day. M. Golding stated the MMO telephone support line is still not very
good and he doesn’t want to get an app for online reporting.
MMO annual statistics are available on website.
STUDLAND BAY As from 17th December there is a voluntary code for no anchoring zone
for yachts and recreational boats. The MMO marine conservation team will be monitoring
this, possibly with drones. If this is not adhered to an Emergency Byelaw could be imposed.
T. Russell reported that the extent of eel grass has grown tremendously over the years
despite anchoring and trawling, so much so it is often 3ft deep on the shore after severe
weather but it always regenerates.
M. Golding queried the designation of MPZs in Studland and Southbourne Rough and
R. Irish confirmed that these are in force but management measures have yet to be decided.
The Chairman stated no towed gear management measure on Southbourne Rough was
coming soon. IFCAS carry out fisheries enforcement within the 6 mile limit and the MMO
non fisheries regulations.
With regard to FaSS Martin Sutcliffe had sent an email offering to help with any applications
for funding.
Blue Marine are holding a Cuttle Fish Symposium both R. Stride and T. Russell have invites.
S. Postles voiced concern over the overall quantity and size of nets used by visiting boats and
R. Stride said the IFCA is looking at gear restrictions. S. Postles thought if. quotas were
spread more evenly over the year it would not attract visiting boats. M. Golding gave details
of a particular Brixham boat’s excessive gear and R. Irish urged fishermen to report such
landings for checking although it did not seem to be illegal.
VI SOUTHERN IFCA MATTERS. -CHIEF OFFICER’S REPORT

Kingfisher Project
Soft launch ahead of Monday 22 November 2021 of the Seafish Kingfisher
project when a promotional campaign will commence. Until then Seafish are
making some final changes in the background – a fishing gear focused view of
restrictions in UK waters. See the restrictions in your area and filter to your
method of fishing. View, share and download to your plotter. I can send you
the link www.kingfisherrestrictions.org
Netting review
TAC meeting 4 November to provide comment on the draft Net Fishing
Byelaw and Supporting Documentation:

i. The draft Net Fishing Byelaw (NFB) and draft Permits
ii. The draft NFB Process, Tools and Intentions Policy paper
iii. The draft NFB Impact Assessment
b) and agree the final Net Fishing Byelaw Package and intention to make
byelaw at December meeting:
i. The Site Specific Evidence Packages (x8)
ii. The NFB Literature Review
iii. The Net Permit Monitoring and Control Plan
Approach is supported by NE.
Potting Review
That the Members provide comment on the draft Pot fishing byelaw and
Supporting Documentation:
a) The Pot Fishing Byelaw (PFB)
b) The Commercial Potting Permit
c) The Recreational Potting Permit
d) The PFB Impact Assessment
Agreed and intention to make the byelaw at December meeting.
Solent Dredge Permit Byelaw
Commenced on 1 November 20 permits have been taken (not all being used)
in TAC Members agreed to a change in the Access Policy to extend the
eligibility requirements for scalloping from 2018 to the inclusion of Code of
Conduct this year. This will include a consultation and bring in line the Code
of Conduct conditions into permit conditions. Consulted on now after a very
successful recent online community forum.
Poole Harbour Dredge Byelaw
That Members approve a review of permit conditions under the Poole
Harbour Dredge Permit byelaw prior to the issuing of the 2022-2023 permit
entitlements that includes a consultation on conditions through a recent
emergency byelaw introduced for green island after a significant increase in
incursions into the area managed under a Code of Conduct. Good feedback
from industry and no further incursions reported.
Endangered, Threatened and Protected Species Project
Funded project in Poole Harbour involvement clam fisherman and education
programme and monitor ETP species including birds, seals and seahorses,
presentation from Emma Rance, leaflet available.
Membership
Still awaiting confirmation of John Humphreys replacement.

Oyster Fishery Poole Harbour
Mentioned the recent norovirus outbreak in Poole Harbour and the effect of
such events for the shellfish industry.
VII OTHER BUSINESS
TRAINING S. Postles reported he is currently in Eastbourne followed by Rye and Hastings.
There are lots of boats changing hands with crew being trained. He urged all fishermen to
look at MSN1871 on the MCA website so they are able to comply with the current safety
regulations. He also urged fishermen to get their ML5 medical certificates or apply for
Grandfather rights before it is mandatory in 2023. There might be grants available before it
becomes mandatory. The MCA are using drones to check fishermen are wearing life jackets
and there have been court cases for those not complying.
10 candidates had attended the cold water shock course at the RNLI HQ and were surprised
at the difference the life jacket made.
Future of the Fishermen’s Council –The Chairman asked again for members to think about a
suitable replacement of the Secretary.
J. Miller reported that Levi Miller had caught a Bermudian Sea Chub the first ever in British
Waters..
VIII ARRANGEMENTS FOR FUTURE TEAMS MEETINGS - ALL AT 7pm.
8th December, Possible dates 9th February, 9th March.
The Chairman thanked I. Irish for hosting meeting.
Chairman

Southern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority
OFFICER’S REPORT

ITEM L

DORSET, HAMPSHIRE AND ISLE OF WIGHT MARINE
CONSERVATION GROUP
Report by IFCO Pengelly
A.

Purpose of the Report
To inform Members of the activity undertaken by the Dorset, Hampshire and Isle
of Wight Marine Conservation Group.

B.

Recommendation
That the Minutes of the Dorset, Hampshire and Isle of Wight Marine
Conservation Group be received.

C.

Annex
1. Dorset, Hampshire and Isle of Wight Marine Conservation Group draft
Minutes – 11th November 2021.

1.

Background

1.1

The Minutes of the Dorset, Hampshire and Isle of Wight Marine Conservation
Group is presented to the Authority for Members’ consideration and to appraise
them of its business.

1.2

The Authority currently provides a secretariat role for the Dorset, Hampshire and
Isle of Wight Marine Conservation Group. It also offers the free use of a room,
at the Committee’s office, for meetings. Meetings have been held virtually since
April 2020.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT (ACCESS TO INFORMATION) ACT 1985
List of Background Papers
There are no background papers to this report.

Dorset, Hampshire and Isle of Wight
Marine Conservation Group
Minutes
Thursday 11th November 2021
12:00 to 14:00

Meeting location:
Virtual meeting on MS Teams

1. Welcome and Apologies
Attendees
Phil Pickering – representing National Trust (Brownsea Island)
Richard Morgan – representing Natural England
Morven Robertson – representing Blue Marine Foundation
Sue Hawley – representing the Isle of Wight Estuaries Partnership
Alice Hall – representing Bournemouth University
Louise MacCallum – representing Langstone Harbour Board (Group Chair)
Adam Cave – representing the Environment Agency
James McClelland - representing Natural England
Also present
Simon Pengelly – representing Southern IFCA
Chloe Smith – representing Southern IFCA
Apologies
Roger Herbert – representing Bournemouth University
Charlotte Bolton – representing Seasearch and Marine Conservation Society
Tim Ferrero – representing Hampshire and the Isle of Wight Wildlife Trust
Wez Smith – representing RSPB
Lin Baldock – representing Dorset Seasearch
Peter Tinsley – representing Dorset Wildlife Trust

2. Minutes of the Last Meeting
To consider and agree the minutes of the last meeting.
The minutes from the last meeting were agreed.
Louise queried the method used in Poole Harbour to fish for sand eels. Phil provided a
comprehensive description of the method and described his concerns particularly relating to
bycatch and impacts on the sand eel population. Members discussed knowledge on causes of
sand eel declines, the value of sand eels as a food source for terns and research which
suggests that terns in the area are provisioning their chicks at expected levels. The interaction

of this fishing method with Terns would be assessed in the Solent and Dorset Coast SPA
Habitats Regulations Assessment.

3. Current Actions and Activities
Current actions and activities of the member groups.
Louise started the item by speaking about issues relating to sewage discharges in Langstone
Harbour. Recent drone footage of a sewage discharge had highlighted the issue to the general
public and at a recent meeting a local MP had been encouraging people to not pay their
wastewater bills. Excessive and unregulated sewage discharges had become a common issue
in the Solent and along the South Coast and the group discussed the impacts of these events
on the marine environment.
Richard and James provided an update from NE. To address a black bream evidence gap NE
commissioned a Cefas/EA acoustic mapping survey of bream nest sites, carried out in
May/June 2021. Initial results have been provided and NE are awaiting a final report – this will
be used to inform NEs advice and future management. Conservation Advice package updates
were being made for the Chesil Beach and Stennis Ledges MCZ, Albert Field MCZ and
Bembridge MCZ. NE is developing a methodology for SPA Condition Assessments – relevant
to Poole Harbour SPA and Chesil and Fleet SPA. NE is looking at District-wide ascent for drone
use (relevant to SIFCA enforcement). Advice regarding the use of Drones is available online
and from the Solent Forum website. As part of REMEDIES, NE had made visits to N. Solent
NNR to finalise a site for seagrass restoration, the 1st planting is planned for spring ‘22, with the
potential for community involvement. Advanced mooring systems had been inserted at
Yarmouth as part of this project also. NE has planned additional monitoring in Langstone
Harbour, looking at effects of BTFG closures on informal communities in soft sediments,
building upon the work conducted in 2016 by Leo Clark. Also, funding is being sought? for
research into small-scale habitat loss in the Solent and reviewing the historical extent of
intertidal seagrass beds. The group held a conversation linked to this about the relatively new
Solent scallop fishery and potential impacts on shallow water habitats. The use of lower impact
methods was discussed and it was suggested that these should be encouraged.
Adam spoke about the BUDS project, with Phase 3 looking at the western Solent and focussing
on how disposals could be self-sustainable. He had been focussing his work recently on
regional habitat schemes such as those at Farlington and Hurst to Lymington to determine
potential for habitat creation.
Simon informed the group about a project that Southern IFCA had entered into with Ocean
Mind to trial remote sensing techniques to monitor fisheries compliance in the South Wight
MPAs, particularly focussing on BTFG closures. There was a question as to whether this
technology could also be used to monitor anchorages and dredge spoil disposals in the same
location.
Alice provided the group with an introduction to the Fish INTEL project that she had started
working on with Plymouth University and offered to explore ways in which the project could link
with work in the region.

4. Restoration Projects
A discussion about planned and active marine restoration projects in Dorset, Hants and IoW.
Morven provided the group with a comprehensive update on the work being undertaken in the
Solent to restore native oyster populations. Over the summer extensive works had been
undertaken to lay suitable habitat for native oysters and create a new reef in Langstone
Harbour. The group held a discussion on the methodology followed and the role of the MMO’s
marine licensing process in the planning of restorative activities. It was suggested that the MOD

have ben helpful with past similar projects and those looking to conduct future work should get
in touch with their local MOD site.
Morven spoke about the next planned stages of the project, including the replication of the
process at two additional sites in the Solent and outlined how Blue would be looking to share
their learnings in a ‘How to’ guide.

5. Update on Southern IFCA Fisheries Regulations
Group update on the development of regulations for the Southern IFC District.
Simon provided the group with an update on Southern IFCA’s work to review and develop
fisheries regulations in the District.
A new Net Fishing Byelaw will be considered by the Authority at their meeting in December.
This was the result of an extensive review into the management on near shore netting in the
District which had been ongoing since 2017. The new byelaw, if made, would introduce a series
of net prohibitions or restrictions across 46 sites, including all of the Isle of Wight estuaries. In
addition, net fishing would be permitted in Southampton Water, Christchurch Harbour and the
River Hamble area.
A new Pot Fishing Byelaw was in development and will be brought to the Authority for
consideration soon. This would be focussing on the flexible management of pot fisheries in the
District through a permit scheme, aiming to increase the sustainability of these fisheries.
The Authority plans to consult on new measures for Bottom Towed Fishing Gears in early 2022.
This informal consultation would also seek the views on how management could support the
active restoration of habitats and species, such as seagrass.

6. Any Other Business
There was no other business.

7. Date (and Location) of the Next Meeting
TBC. Phil offered to host the group at Brownsea in the near future.

